
Jc: man it is good to be back on tour 

 

Lance: but still, once its over we will be all glad about that 

 

Joey: were is your sis C? 

 

Jc: oh she'll join in later on. she's a little busy now 

 

Justin: you have your damn bat? god every time Jordan goes that 

thing shows up. what is up about that? 

 

Jc: your just paranoid dork 

 

-jc pulls out his bat, NIGHT, from her cage and holds her gently- 

 

Joey: i still think that gril is cool. come here 

 

-night flew over to joey and stumbled on his shoulder- 

 

Jordan: bro you okay? you seem a little tense. 

 
Jc: i'm fine. don't worry 

 

Justin: hey C! 

 

-jc looked away from the bat and at Justin- 

 



Jc: huh? 

 

Justin: when do you estimate your sisters return? 

 

Jc: this week. 

 

Lance: now i know why that bat disappears and reapears! 

 

Jc: you do? 

 

Lance: you let it out. it flys around, get food and stuff and somehow 

you have trined it tocome back to you 

 

Jc: yeah. i guess i didn't want yal to know i have a wild bat. 

 

Justin: shit that thing could carry rabies and stuff! 

 

Jc: chill i'm sure it isn't 

 

Joey: you better cause your bat just nibbled on my ear 

 
Justin: ah! call the vet1 joey has rabies! 

 

-runs to the back of the bus. joey growles and chases after him, 

dropping Night on Lance's lap- 

 

Lance: damn it Joe! 



 

-lance looks at the bat funny and hands it over to Jc- 

 

Jc: what wrong? 

 

Lance: that thing clawed my crotch. what do you think is worng? 

 

-jc ccukled and put Night on the couch- 

 

Jc: you dork you know you can't nibble on them 

 

Night: i'm hungry. i can't help it. besides, Joe took it as a joke 

 

Jc: still you little pain. i'm going to put you back in your cage now. you 

can fly aorund tongiht 

 

Night: just give me some fruit to nibble on. you know my fav 

 

Jc: yeah yeah. pears i ahve them don't worry 

 

-jc puts Night int eh cage with a pear and lies down in his bunk for a 
snooze- 

 

-soon Chris and his girl are finally on the bus and they roll out- 

 

-chris and his girl sit and talk while the bat eats- 

 



-the bat watches them- 

 

Laura: You seem in a pretty good mood. 

 

Chris: Yeah. Why shouldn't I be? 

 

Laura: You should. It's just that...-leans over- That bat gives me the 

creeps. It's compleately beyond me why Jc is keeping that thing with 

him. 

 

-the bat squeaks- 

 

-Laura jumps- 

 

-the bat attacks it's pear- 

 

Chris: Chill Laura. The bat is not going to hurt you. Jc's got her 

trained really well. Isn't that right Night? 

 

Laura: Still. it's just that bats give me the creeps. 

 
-the bat grabs the cage and seemed to nod its head- 

 

Night: damn right it is 

 

-they can't hear her though- 

 



Laura: Did that thing just nod? 

 

Chris: I think you've been watching to many horror movies Laura. 

 

-Night squeaks again at her angrily- 

 

Laura: Hey Freddy vs. Jason kicked ass. 

 

Night: i am not a thing 

 

Chris: Still you should maybe lay off the occult stuff for a bit. 

 

Laura: I'm still sleeping with garlic around the bunk. Though I doubt 

it'll do any good. 

 

Chris: You should get some rest. You look like you haven't slept well. 

 

-the bat is making noices and doing strange things tot he pear- 

 

Jc: knock it off Night! 

 
Night: i'm bored and like scaring this chick 

 

Jc: chris if night bugs you, you have my permission to hit the cage 

 

-Laura stays close to Chris- 

 



Night: i will bite him 

 

Chris: Alright. Night's not bothering me. But i think Laura might be a 

little unnerved by her. 

 

-Laura heads to the bunks- 

 

Night: i'll bite her twice as bad 

 

Jc: i don't care! i just want my sleep and Night needs hers too 

 

Joey:a ren't bats nocturnal 

 

Jc: yes. but Night i think is not completly a bat but some mutant. 

 

-jc smiles- 

 

Chris: She's always had issues with bats. She says she had a few bad 

experiences with them as a kid but I think it's just psychological. 

 

Night: oh when i so get out of this cage you die, meaning i bite you till i 
get a body part removed 

 

Chris: But maybe Laura hanging around Night will help her get over 

her fear. 

 

Laura: Fat chance buddy! 



 

Jc: take Night out. she doesn't bite 

 

Joey: she nibbled on my ear! 

 

Justin: you deserved it 

 

joey: you ide now 

 

justin: shit Lance HELP! 

 

Lance: busy 

 

Jc: take night out Chris 

 

Chris: Alright. 

 

-Chris walks up to the cage and opens it up- 

 

Lance: just let her do her thing and she won't hurt you. its a self-

defence thing 
 

Chris: I know. 

 

-night goes fluttering out- 

 

Chris: Remeber I have no problem at all with bats. 



 

-night lands on chris's shoulder- 

 

Chris: Hey there Night. 

 

-it seems like the bat is clicking into chris's ear, lick it is whispering- 

 

Night: why are you dating such a freak of nature dude? she will kill 

me in my sleep 

 

-Laura is watching from the couch- 

 

Inner Laura: Why am I getting the "get your hands off my man" 

jelousy feeling from a bat? 

 

Chris: Yes yes hello. -scratches Night behind the ears- 

 

Night: i love it. i can call you a dick head and you'll feed me some of 

your spicy yummyful chips 

 

Inner Laura: Eerrggghh. 
 

Jc to self: dork of a sister 

 

Night: i want to be closer to the chick 

 

Chris: Come on Laura. She won't attack you. 



 

-the bat flys over and lands near Laura- 

 

Night: hit me i bite bad 

 

Laura: -tenses up but dosen't do anything else- 

 

-the bat cocked its head at Laura and goes closer- 

 

Laura: What d oyou want? 

 

-it gets right into her facena sniffs her- 

 

Inner Chris: Well Laura hasn't screamed yet.... 

 

-Laura moves her face back- 

 

-the bat flutters in her face, flying tot eh cage, she grabs some of her 

pear bringing it backa d giving it over to Laura- 

 

Laura: Um..... 
 

Night: eat the damn fruit chippy 

 

-scoots it closer- 

 

Jc: overing food is like a peace offering. 



 

Laura: Thanks but I don't take food from strangers. 

 

Lance: you have one smart bird. wait how did you know she.......? 

 

Jc: i heard the rattling. i know my bat 

 

Chris: Stop being a baby and take the food Laura. 

 

Lance: ahh. i need to stop watching horror movies with justin 

 

Justin: smae here 

 

Laura: Fine fine. -takes the pear- 

 

Night: now you shall die from my poison 

 

jc: what? 

 

Night: kidding. i just want to see her face when she eats it 

 
Laura: Might as well give you something in return. -reaches into her 

bag- I don't know if you can eat chips but here. 

 

Night: chips? 

 

-Laura puts the pear to the side and offers the chips- 



 

Jc: yes she can it is her favorite. oddly enough.......... 

 

Night: yummyful 

 

-the bat gathers them up, biting at the one near Laura's finger and 

nipping it on accident, piercing the skin and getting blood- 

 

Laura: Ouch!  

 

Night: oops. i nipped her. blood is yummyful too 

 

-the bat attacks her fingers wanting more, not in control at all- 

 

Jc: shit! 

 

-jc runs out and tries to grab Night without harming her or Laura- 

 

-Laura pulls her hands back- 

 

Jc: night stop it now!!! 
 

Chris: You okay Laura? 

 

-Laura screams- 

 

Chris: Laura calm down! 



 

-Night near gets her nose but jc grabbed her in time- 

 

Jc: god you piece of shit! 

 

-puts her in her cage, locking it and taking the pear out. the bat 

flutters around chaotically- 

 

Chris: Laura it's okay. -he goes up to her and hugs her- 

 

Jc: i am so sorry Laura. she freaks when she sees blood. she deosn't 

eat it, but she hate the sight i guess 

 

-Laura looks really freaked out and has tears running down her face- 

 

Night: fat chance i need blood! make it ngith so i can feed i need my 

blood. i feel weak already 

 

Laura: Hate bats. Hate hate hate bats! 

 

Jc: later i'll give you some more okay? 
 

Jc: i really am sorry 

 

-soon Night tires out and sort of psses out a thte bottom of the cage- 

 



Chris: It's okay Laura. Don't worry Jc she'll be fine. She just needs 

some time to calm down. 

 

-Chris takes Laura to the bunks and lets Laura nap- 

 

-that night- 

 

-Laura and Chris are both asleep- 

 

Jordan: come on C just one little... 

 

Jc: no Jordan now outside! 

 

-jc and Jordan fly out the window to feed- 

 

Jordan: why can't i have just some of her blood? i won't kill her or 

anything. 

 

Jc: you promised me you wouldn't touch anyone that is close to me 

 

Jordan: Laura is close? 
 

-they sight prey and dive & feed- 

 

Jc: yes through Chris. now come on. we fed 

 

-they fly back- 



 

-they get back on the bus and Laura come sout of the bathroom. 

Jordan hides and jc changes quickly- 

 

Jc: oh hey Laura 

 

Laura: Oh hey. I didn't hear you get up. Probably because of the bus 

vibrateing. Night. -heads back towards the bunk- 

 

-Jordan is attaached to teh roof above Laura- 

 

Jc: good night 

 

-he wpies his motuh clean- 

 

Inner Laura: Why do I get the feeling I'm being watched? And was 

that drool on Jc's mouth? I really need to stop watching so much tv. 

 

-Jordan drops her hands and hangs upside, lookigna t jc- 

 

Jordan: can i change back tomorrow? with her here i don't want tobe 
a bat 

 

Jc: fine just you know what do do. 

 

-Jordan drops and kisses jc's neck and does this sort of back flip, 

transorming in a bat- 



 

Jc: bendy sis 

 

-she goes into her cage and jc heads ot bed. damn he is beat. sma 

eiwht jordna- 

 

TWO DAYS LATER..... 

 

Jordan: hello yal! miss me? 

 

Chris: Hey Jordan. Yeah we missed you. 

 

Laura: Oh hey Jordan. 

 

-she hugs chris tightly, kissing his cheek- 

 

Jordan: and who is this ifne babe? 

 

-sttruts on over ot her an d 'checks' her out- 

 

Inner Laura: That creepy feeling again. 
 

Jordan: ehy sexy who are you with? 

 

Chris: My girlfriend of two years. 

 

Laura: ReLaura McFarland -hold out hand- 



 

Jordan: oh damn Chris i'm going to steel her away one of these nights. 

she looks devine 

 

-Jordan shakes it back- 

 

Chris: No mine. -says it like a little kid and hugs Laura- 

 

Jordan: naughty 

 

-Jordan bows before Laura- 

 

Jordan: i am Jordan Glenn, Jc's little sister 

 

inner Jc: and pain in the ass 

 

Laura: Nice to meet you. 

 

Jc: and if you are wondering if she is always like this, she is. and is 

she joking witht eh flirting... 

 
Jordan: ehll no i'm bi and in love with this sexy beast. the hariy 

attachment must go 

 

-pulls at chris- 

 

Laura: sorry hun but I'm straight. 



 

-the guys smile. Jordan and chris always joke at eah toher like this- 

 

Chris: Oh yeah she's all mine. 

 

Jordan: god damn it 

 

Inner Laura: Yeah right. I'm definately bi. Chris knows it too. But I'm 

not about to let her find that out. 

 

Jc: new moon is coming. whats going to happen? how far must i go so 

they don't get hrut? 

 

Jordna: i don't know C but i'm going to be there and help you through. 

i have me ways bro 

 

Justin: Jc quit with the zoning out! 

 

-jc hit his hea don purpose and smiled- 

 

Jc: sleepy. 
 

-Jordan looksa thim funny but shrugges- 

 

Laura: You were up late that one night. 

 

Jordan: oh Jc getting anughty huh? 



 

Jc: no! 

 

Justin: i heard you muffling around. what were you doing? 

 

-jc rubs his face- 

 

Jc: do you really want to know what I WAS DOING? 

 

guys: um... no 

 

Jordan: settled then. i need chow. chris were are those devilish chips 

of yours? his bitch wants some 

 

Laura: What?! 

 

Jordan: oh you don't mind my langues right Laura? the others are 

fine with it. 

 

-whispers to her- 

 
Jordan: they've even say things that even i don't know 

 

Chris: Laura we all like to joke that Jordan in the 'devils bitch'. 

 

Laura: I rally have alot to learn here don't I. 

 



everyone: yes dear 

 

Chris: where is the chips? 

 

Laura: I think they're in my bag. I haven't taken them out since the 

first day. 

 

-Laura looks at the bandaids on her finger. 

 

Jordan: what happened? 

 

Laura: Your brothers pet bat. 

 

Jordan: oh god that pile of shit 

 

-jc growles- 

 

Chris: Laura and Night have some issues that need to get resolved. 

 

Jordan: well that thing can't go near me so if i'm around your safe 

 
Lance: Jordan is allergic to bats 

 

Laura: I see. 

 

Inner Laura: Uh huh. 

 



Chris: Here they are. 

 

Jordan:y uor safe with me 

 

-breaks out the chips- 

 

-Jordan grabs the chips and muches on them- 

 

Laura: Good to know. 

 

Jordan: oh i'm in heaven 

 

Jc: you mean hell? 

 

Inner Laura: Yet strangely I don't feel any safer with her than the bat. 

 

Jordan: i'm in hell rising the devil! 

 

riding 

 

Laura: Have fun with that. 
 

Jordan:w ant to do a threesome beck? 

 

Jc: okay Jordan you and i a word. NOW. 

 

Laura: I'm straight remember. 



 

-drags her intot eh back and shuts the door- 

 

Jordna: so is thr devil! 

 

Inner Laura: Again I'm lying through my teeth. 

 

-while the door is closed- 

 

Chris: -whispers- I thought you said you were bi? 

 

Laura: I'm not letting her know. She doesn't need o know everything 

about me. 

 

Joey: Wow.... 

 

-behind closed door- 

 

Jordan: god i hate her! already ican just fell, buhhhhh! 

 

Jc: your just going to face it Jordan. quit acting so devilish! 
 

Jordan: i can't help it! i'm the devils bitch remember? it takes a while 

for all of my highs to wear off 

 

Jc: just........... breaths is 

 



-he rubs her temples and kisses her cheek- 

 

Jordan: i just know something is going to happen with her 

 

Jc: we have other things to worry about 

 

Jordan: the tour, the new moon 

 

-jc feazes up- 

 

Jordan: jc please............... 

 

Jc: i have to go far away. somehwere so i won't hurt hem! 

 

Jordna;t eh last time you did that you nearly killed me! 

 

Jc: i just... i need you to stay away. i need to tell them so i don't do the 

smae thing i did so long ago 

 

Jordan: jc your are a.............. 

 
-Jordan hisses at the door. jc opens it and sees the guys watching- 

 

Jordan: i like to yell? 

 

-she is quiety and looks to be whimpering- 

 



Jc: hey yal. thanks for listening 

 

Joey: No problem. 

 

Lance:w aht the hell was that? killing? new moon? js is a what? 

 

Jordan: oh he was helpping me rehearse for my play back home. he 

got this characters part memorized and i'm the lead girla nd stuff. 

very complex story 

 

Jc: yeah and now i need some meds for this headache 

 

Justin: i'll help ya 

 

Chris: Anyways today's our first concert. We're gonna have to get 

ready. 

 

-goes to help Jc an dJordan stands there a little funny and a little 

twitchy- 

 

Jordan: oh man a crash of a caffine high is bad 
 

Laura: I've been there before. 

 

Jordan: don't they suck 

 

? 



 

Chris: Yeah. My little over cafinated insomniac. 

 

Jordan: wait what? 

 

Laura: Yeah. Espcially when you can't get to sleep afterwards. 

 

Laura: I have insomnia. 

 

Jordan: hwo fften do you have these? 

 

Laura: Really often without my meds. 

 

Jordan: so you don't sleep? 

 

Jordan: you remember what happens? 

 

Laura: Nope. Not withou really powerful drugs. 

 

Laura: Yup I remeber stuff. 

 
Jordan: do you have them? 

 

Laura: Yes of course. 

 

Laura: But I'm running late. 

 



Jordan: EYS NOW I CAN HAVE MY ORGIES WIHTT EH GUSY 

WITHOUT YOU BUGGING US! 

 

low 

 

Laura: Have fun with that. 

 

Jordan: chris you are the best when i ride! 

 

Inner Laura: Keep your hands off my man! 

 

-skips to the front- 

 

Chris: that happened once dude! 

 

-looks back at Laura with a grin which falls when she is glaring- 

 

Chris: another joke babe 

 

Laura: No worries. 

 
Inner Laura: Grrrrrr. 

 

-chris kisses her- 

 

Chris: You sure you're okay Laura? 

 



Laura: Yeah I'm fine Chris. I'm just tired is all. 

 

-Jordan watches the romantic scene unfold and sighs. she feels so 

lonely- 

 

-chris kisses her again only alot longer- 

 

-Laura kisses back- 

 

Jordan: god ayl are lucky 

 

-insert make out scene here- 

 

Laura: Yeah. I owe him alot. 

 

-Jordan is watching it all- 

 

-but not like horny way but depressed sor of- 

 

Jordan: i can't find anyone. no one wants me. or the people who do 

are jerks or are to scared to say anything 
 

Laura: You won't have to wait long Jorddan. With your looks you 

could have anyone you wanted. 

 

Jc: eyah Jordan you wil find someone 

 



Justin: unlike C here 

 

-justin gets smaked and chuckled- 

 

Jordan: yeah if only it was that easy 

 

-she pulls her hair backa nd sits next to lance, lying her ehad in his 

lap and closing her eyes- 

 

Chris: Hey Laura I have to go and help set up. -whispers- you. me. 

hotel room. not on a bus for once. a few hours to ourselves. -raises 

eyebrow- 

 

-lance smiles and coninues his work. he loves her more when she does 

that- 

 

-Laura smiles and nods- 

 

Joey: Great. The lovebirds are getting frisky. 

 

Chris: As if you have any room to talk Joe. 
 

Laura: You're flirting with every set of tits you can see. 

 

Jordan: nit mine 

 

Joey: And you make that sound like a bad thing. 



 

Laura: -rolls eyes- 

 

Joey: you are tiny. there fore nothing much to flirt with 

 

-he had a remote hit him int he head- 

 

-lance chuckles- 

 

-Laura and Chris go back to the makeout session- 

 

-Jordan tkes a nap- 

 

-she wakes to hear music and Laura watching her- 

 

Jordan: oh hye what did i miss? 

 

Laura: About half the show. 

 

-she is int eh toy room where she wa sleft- 

 
Jordan: god damn it i always do that. 

 

Laura: You were pretty tired though. Though I can't blame you.  

 

Jordan: cj wants me to see no stroings attache dperformed 

 



Laura: I doubt I'm going to be getting any sleep tonight. 

 

Jordan:w ait huh? waht do you mean? 

 

Laura: From the looks of it you're a night owl like your brother. 

 

Jordan: oh! okay. um... yeah i am a little 

 

Jordan WAIT. You won't be getting sleep becaus eof Chris right? 

 

Laura: That and after romping with him till two am I couldn't get to 

sleep even if I overdosed on those things. 

 

-Laura nods towards her purse- 

 

Jordan: shit. 

 

Jordan: mother fucker 

 

Laura: What? 

 
-she stand and stretches. Laura marvles at her flexiblity- 

 

Jordan: i'll be back in five 

 

Laura: Okay. 

 



-Jordan runs out of the room. she runs backstage tot ry to find jc. she 

sees him getting ready during justin's little beatboxing stuff- 

 

Inner Laura: Is she in gymnastics? I know she takes on after her 

brother but still. 

 

Jordan: shit C now talk 

 

]Jc:ew aht i'm about to go on 

 

Jordan: Laura will NOT be sleeping tonight no matter hwat 

 

Jc: huh? 

 

Jordan: i can't eat with her! i share a room!!!! 

 

-jc ran on with wide-eyes and changed his expression quickly.- 

 

inner Jc: ah shit this is really bad 

 

THAT NIGHT..... 
 

WELL LATER..... 

 

-the group heads to the hotel- 

 

Chris: So whos shareing rooms with who/ 



 

Jc: you think you can stay with Chrsi tongiht Laura? i'll switch with 

you so i ca be with Jordan 

 

Laura: I was planning on that anyways. 

 

Chris: Okay lets go. 

 

-they dissapear- 

 

Jordan: justin/joey, Lance is alone, Chris/Jc, Jordan/ Laura 

 

-Jordan sighs and is glad when it is late and dark and the other sare 

dead asleep- 

 

Joey: Um.....I think Chris really wants to get out that extra energy. 

 

Justin: yah think? now sleep dude 

 

-Laura and Chris fuck like bunnies until at least two thirty am- 

 
-Chris is dead asleep but Laura is wide awake- 

 

-Jordan sits on the windowsile and waits till they are asleep. jc's rule- 

 

Jordan: okay is it clear? everyone alseep? C! 

 



Jc: latter 

 

Jordan: Joshua! Feeding now! 

 

-jc stumbles from bed and walks tot eh window- 

 

Jc: damn i need more sleep so i can actually be nacturnal 

 

-Laura is sitting in a chair reading and stareing out the window 

blankly- 

 

-Jordans teps ont he edge- 

 

Jordan: come on. i need food. 

 

-Jordan launches herslef out of the window. she flys past Laura's 

windwo making ehr finally transformation- 

 

Laura: What the? 

 

-jc follows but is yawning so he falls past Laura's window like he fell 
from the widneoslie instead of jumps. he changes in time thoguh- 

 

Laura: I must be hallucinateing.I need a stronger dose. 

 

-She closes the curtain and goes back to bed- 

 



Jordan: coem on joshua! 

 

-Laura sits up in bed wondering that was- 

 

Jc: i'm coming Jordan! 

 

Laura: God. I'm getting paranoid. 

 

Jc: -ywan- sleepy 

 

Jordan: joshus now before i go after Laura! 

 

Jc: comeing bitch of a little sister 

 

-Laura lies back down and snuggles up to Chris- 

 

-the voice is slured like there is braces or teeht in the way- 

 

-Jordan and jc fly off- 

 

IN MORNING..... 
 

Chris: Hey guys. 

 

Joey: Hey Chris. You and Laura have fun? 

 

Chris: Yeah but I think Laura didn't get any sleep. 



 

-Laura comes down the staris. She looks like a zombie.- 

 

Inner Laura: I hate darck circles. 

 

-jc is behind ehr- 

 

Chris: You gonna be okay Laura? 

 

Laura: Yeah. I just need to sleep. 

 

-jc ywans and says: man i need to take more naps: to Laura it sound 

like last ngiht- 

 

-Chris help Laura to the bus and lets her sleep- 

 

Inner Laura: I'm going crazy. 

 

-Jordan comes along and they all look at her funny when the see red 

on her lips- 

 
Jordan:w aht? 

 

Jc: lips? 

 

-Jordan lciks them clean- 

 



Jordan;s traberries 

 

Justin: okay dorkus 

 

Chris: Interseting shade of lipstick. 

 

Jordan: more natural the better 

 

Laura: No Chris. There's no way I'm wearing red on my lips. 

 

Jordan: joshua! i can't breath1 i feel like i'm...... 

 

Jc: what? no Jordan you can't!!!!! 

 

Justin: jc i am so buying you a blow horn or somthing 

 

Jc: naps me need nap 

 

Chris: Earth to Jc! 

 

Jordan: he needs a nap. go sleep bro 
 

Jc: yeah. night or morning. whatever 

 

-goes to his bunk and passes out- 

 

Chris: Am I the only person who doesn't have sleeping problems? 



 

Joey: Looks like it. 

 

Jordan: we don't have a sleeping problem 

 

Chris: I'm just worried about Laura. Insomnia drives people crazy and 

it ccan kill you. 

 

Lance: yes you do. jc always sleep during the day and is always tired. 

you stay up like all night and are basiclly nacurnal 

 

inner Jordna: like Night 

 

inner Jordan: yeah that ain't the only thing that can kill you 

 

Chris: Ironically you act like your brother's pet. 

 

-Jordan hit chris- 

 

Chris: Hey. You're a little bat. You sleep all day and are up all night. 

 
-Jordan's eyes go red all of a sudden- 

 

Chris: You okay Jordan? 

 

Jordan: i am not his pet and not a bat!!!!!! 

 



Joey: You haveing alergies? 

 

Lance: take your meds 

 

Chris: I never said you were. 

 

Jordan: YES YOU DID! 

 

-Jordan growles- 

 

Lance: dude take your pills. are you PMSing? 

 

Chris: I'm outta here. Seriously though. Chill out. -heads to the back of 

the bus- 

 

inner Jordan: i haven't done that in hundreds of years 

 

-lance rubs Jordan's shoulders. the stretches and her eyes go back to 

normal- 

 

Jordan: yeah meds. ineed them 
 

-goes into the bathroom- 

 

Lance: you know i've never seen her use a mirror 

 

Chris: So 



 

-jc can be seen fine in a mirror, unless in full vampire form. half form 

he is blurry. Jordan doesn't have a reflection at all; only as a bat- 

 

-mkay- 

 

Joey: well shes a meterosexual tomboy 

 

Lance: eyah 

 

-Jordan comes out of the bathroom- 

 

Chris: Hey Jordan. 

 

Jordan: i'm better now. sorry i snapeed. its just everyone says that 

 

snapped 

 

Chris: No worries. I'd be pretty sick of it too. 

 

Lance: we won't call you a bat anymore 
 

Joey: or Jc's pet 

 

-Jordan nods and heads tot eh front of the bus- 

 



Jordan: hey yal i'll be heading back home tomorrow. i'll be back next 

week 

 

-at about 3 pm Laura comes out of the bunk area- 

 

Jordan: schools hell ya know? 

 

inner jc: funny 

 

Laura: -groggily- mkay.....That's nice. Now gimme some coffee. I'm as 

tired as hell but I still can't sleep. I might as well be jacked up on 

caffine. 

 

Inner Laura: I really woke up at two but still. 

 

Jc: so that means i should be expecting Night here any day. 

 

Jordan: she knows i can't be around her. she's pretty smart 

 

Laura: -sarcastically- Oh joy. 

 
Inner Laura: Out of one rabbit hole and into another. 

 

Jordan: don't worry. Night is actually a nice bat. just don't make her 

hate you. she can sence things 

 



Laura: I've noticed. She seems to hate people who are scared of bats 

too. -grabs the coffee pot and chug the scalding liquid straight from 

the pot- 

 

Chris: Geeze Laura don't burn yourself. 

 

Jordan: damn 

 

Laura: I'm used to it. 

 

Jc: hey thats like me =D 

 

*flashback* 

 

Jordan: oh my god jc are you hurt? 

 

-jc's whole body is burned from the fire- 

 

Jc: niope 

 

-his body soon regenerates back- 
 

Jordan: you like to play with hot stuff too much 

 

Jc: it can't hurt me now can it? 

 



Jordan: true. i lost my finger yesterday to a rabid lion and it is still 

growing. ain't it cool? 

 

-Jordan holds up her hand. her middle finger is half gone- 

 

Jc: same thing happened to my toes. now that sucked 

 

they're here. I'll stay logged on and i'll try to be back by eight. 

 

*end flashback* 

 

-Laura wipes scalding coffee off her face and puts more water in the 

coffe maker to get a second batch ready- 

 

Jordan: save us some 

 

Jc: yeah i need some 

 

Jordan: if he doesn't get his coffee he gets hissy 

 

Laura: I know the feeling well.  
 

Chris: You haven't seen her. -points to Laura- 

 

Justin: litterly he hisses at us, like a cat 

 

Chris: It's even worse when she's on her cycle. 



 

Chris: She does that too. -takes a pillow to the head.- 

 

Laura: -hisses-  

 

Chris: See what I mean? 

 

-jc hisses and Jordan growles- 

 

Lance: but when he hisses it sets of Jordan into growling and shit 

 

Laura: I'm going back to bed before the sun hits my face. 

 

-Jordan grins at lance- 

 

Laura: Meh. -hisses and jumps back- Agh sunlight! Sunlight bad! 

Quick Pillow PILLOW! -Flees to the bunks- 

 

inner Jordan: yeah try getting scalded when in vampire form 

 

-the others laugh- 
 

Inner Chris: Laura 

 

Inner Chris: She's getting plaer every day. She's had insomnia since 

she was six. It's been takeing its toll on her. But noow the meds are 



starting to not work....And her immune system is going down the 

drain. I just hope she'll be okay. 

 

inner Jordan: damn i wonder what she tastes like? 

 

-jc smakes her- 

 

Jordan: what the? 

 

Jc: i saw the look 

 

-Jordan skips off tot he back- 

 

-the next day- 

 

Jc: oh loook who is back! 

 

-night comes flying in- 

 

Chris: Shh! Don't wake Laura. She's actually getting some sleep for 

once. 
 

-night lands on her backa nd curls up weird- 

 

Jc: now be good night 

 

Sleeping Laura: Is that Chris? He always teases me in the morning.  



 

Laura: -mumbles- Chris stopp that tickles. 

 

Joey: What the heck is she dreaming about? 

 

Chris: Nothing nothing. -grins- 

 

-night sort of rubs her back with her head- 

 

-Laura smiles in her sleep- 

 

Chris: I'm gald Laura's actually been able to sleep for more than five 

hours straight for once. She finally fell asleep at three am and it's 

noon now. 

 

-night bites her- 

 

Jc: shit! 

 

-Laura starts awake- 

 
Laura: Eeagh! 

 

-night squeaks- 

 

-Laura sits up in the bunk- 

 



Laura: -sees night- 

kyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa! 

 

-she throws night against the wall- 

 

Chris: Laura calm down! 

 

-she grabs ehr pillow and starts to hit him out of fear- 

 

-night squeaks- 

 

Jc: oh my god stop it! 

 

-Chris grabbs the pillow and hold Laura until she calms down- 

 

-lance comes over w/ joey and justin- 

 

-jc grabs night who is not moving- 

 

Jc: night? you okay babe? 

 
Chris: Is night okay? 

 

-lance looks over at ngiht who squeaks- 

 

Night: that bitch tried to kill me 

 



Chris: Should we call a vet? 

 

Jc: oh she didn't mean it Night 

 

Lance: is she okay? 

 

-night stumbled up to jc's shoulder and looks a litttle ruffled- 

 

Jc: she'll be fine 

 

Night: damn i broake a wing 

 

Chris: That's a relief. 

 

Inner Laura: I hate that little fleabag! 

 

Jc: beck night didn't mean it 

 

Laura: -is in tears- Just let me go back to sleep. I haven't slept in days. 

-shakeliy slips back under the covers- 

 
Chris: It's okay Laura. Night's just being a bat. You can't be mad at her 

for doing what she's supposed to do. -strokes Laura's hair- 

 

Jc: come on night. your going into your cage for the day 

 

Night: but i didn't mean it. oh hell who am i kidding? 



 

Jc: dorkus bat 

 

-puts her in her cagea nd watches her flex out her borken wing and 

seeing it reform- 

 

Night: thats the best part about this job 

 

-jc smiles and puts some fruit in her cage, heading tot eh back to talk 

with Chris- 

 

Chris: -stil lwatching the sleeping Laura- Hey C. 

 

Jc: hey i am sorry. i don't know what got into ngiht 

 

Jc: amybe she is a little too wild 

 

Chris: Don't worry about it. 

 

Chris: Laura's not usually this emotional. It's the lack of sleep. She's 

running a fever because of it. It's makeing her really jumpy. 
 

Chris: Besides. Night minds you. She'll be okay. We just might want to 

make sure she stays away from Beck. 

 

Jc: night can sence things, like when people don't like her 

 



Jc: she can be a bully tot hem. very much of one 

 

Chris: Alot of animals can. 

 

Jc: she teases them. i got the weirdest bat 

 

Chris: And I've got the weirdest girlfriend. Let's face it. We're not 

exacly destined to be anything normal. 

 

Chris: Anyways we'd better head out. We've got to be performing in a 

few hours. 

 

Jc: yeah and i need a nap 

 

-they ehad out- 

 

-very late that ngiht Laura is stumbling around awake- 

 

Laura: Need more freaking sleep. Where the hell are my pills? 

 

-when she gets tot eh front night's cage is open- 
 

-Laura's face goes pale- 

 

Laura: Dear God what did I do to deserve this? 

 



-She stumbles over to her bag and grabs the bottle that containes her 

meds and shakes out a pill- 

 

Laura: Finally. Sleep. 

 

-suddenly she hears a thump- 

 

-she jumps and starts to slowly fumble her way back to the bunk- 

 

-she sees Jordan when she truns around- 

 

Inner Laura: What the fuck!? 

 

Laura: Wha? I'm just dreaming. 

 

Jordan: what the? 

 

-Jordan turns and smiles at Laura- 

 

Laura: This si all some freaky dream. 

 
Jordan: just what i've been looking for 

 

-Jordan walks over to Laura- 

 

-Laura screams- 

 



-Jordan covers her motuh- 

 

Jordan: now my little pet.................... 

 

-Laura has tears running down her face- 

 

Chris: Laura. Laura wake up! 

 

-chris is shaking Laura awake- 

 

Laura: KKKKKKKKKYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYAAAAAAAAAAAAA! 

 

Chris: Laura! It's okay it's okay! 

 

Jc: what happened? 

 

-he pokes his head out of his bunk followed by lance and jeoy- 

 

Laura: Jordan......Night.....Bat......Vampire.....-breaks down crying and 

buries herself into Chirs's chest- 

 
Chris: Laura where are your really powerful pills? 

 

Laura: They're in my zipper bag in the bathroom. -points in the 

direction- Why? 

 



Chris: I think you should take one. Your insomnia has been getting 

worse and it's takeing a toll on you. You're even starting to have night 

terrors.  

 

Jc: you had a dream about Jordan? 

 

Laura: I don't want to talk abut it. 

 

Lance: as a vampire? and the bat? what the fuck 

 

Laura: Just. I don't want to talk about it okay!? 

 

inner jc: oh i am so talking with Jordan. if she keeps up with all of this 

she is going to lead to ehr death and I DO NOT want to deal with that 

 

Jc: Jordan is home. night is in her cage 

 

-jc gets up and goes to her cage- 

 

Jc: um....................... 

 
Lance:w aht?! 

 

-gets up and goes over to jc- 

 

Lance: ah shit 

 



Inner Laura: I'm not crazy! I'm not crazy! I'M NOT CRAZY! 

 

Laura: I'm not crazy am I? 

 

Jc: guys help me find the damn bat 

 

Chris: Don't worry. Just try to sleep. -kisses her- You'll be alright. 

 

-night was hidden in beeca's bed- 

 

Night: heh heh heh 

 

Chris: Oh shit. 

 

Jc: oh night! where the hell are you? 

 

Laura KYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA! 

 

-ngith stays still and slowly moves closer to Laura's foot- 

 

-Laura scrambles for mth bunks and nearly knocks over Chris- 
 

Chris: It's okay Laura. Relax. 

 

-night gets to Laura's foot and bite her big tow ahrd- 

 

Laura: -is crying- That thing is up to something! 



 

Night: yum 

 

Laura: -screams again- 

 

Joey: Laura! Chill! You're makeing yourself horse! 

 

-nigth bites another toe- 

 

-Laura kicks the bat- 

 

-Laura kicks her throwing ehr agains thte wall- 

 

-the bat fall down un-moving- 

 

Jc: what? did you find her? 

 

-lance joey justina dn jc surround the bunk- 

 

Inner Laura: I don't care if it lives or dies I just want itr to leave me 

alone! 
 

Joey; Well from the screaming I'm going to assume yes. 

 

Chris: Is she okay?  

 

Joey: I'm not a vet! 



 

-jc pushes his way over- 

 

Jc: oh god Night! 

 

-he pets her but she doesn't flinch- 

 

inner jc: god Jordan please tell me...................... 

 

Chris: Oh god. 

 

Night: i'm paralzed. i feel bad and i can't........... -her thoughts fade- 

 

Jc: shit! 

 

-grabs her carefully- 

 

Joey: Call a vet? 

 

Jc: god your fucking girlfriend just killed my pet! 

 
Jc: yes call someone 

 

Laura: The little pest had it in for me! 

 

Lance: calm down C 

 



-Joey calls- 

 

-Chris takes Laura out of the room- 

 

-Laura is sobbing uncontrolably- 

 

Joey: -hangs up- There's a place that specialises in exotic pets. They'll 

be here as soon as possible. 

 

-the vet arrives in two minutes- 

 

Vet: Okay lemme see the patient. 

 

-jc gives night over who is lying down on a towel- 

 

Vet: -examines Night- 

 

inner Jc: as a bat she is just like the animal. she takes every form, 

including its heartbeat. but she can't be killed, can she? 

 

Vet: I'm not getting a pulse. 
 

Jc: no...................... 

 

Lance: c its going to be alright 

 

Vet: I'm sorry. 



 

Jc: can't you do anything?! 

 

Vet: If I could I would've already done it by now. 

 

Jc: she can't be dead! 

 

Lance: calm down C 

 

Vet: Again I'm sorry. 

 

Jc: shti is your fault! 

 

-points at Laura- 

 

Jc: if you didn't kick her all thoses times................ 

 

Chris: Leave her alone C. 

 

-jc growles- 

 
Night: Jc.............? 

 

-jc stops- 

 

Vet: Wait up a minute.... 

 



Night: i'm just....... ow..... paralyzed. and i have no heartbveat as a bat 

 

-the bat twitches- 

 

Vet: This little girl is pretty resiliant. 

 

-night squeaks- 

 

Jc: oh my god NIGHT! 

 

Vet: -to Night- Someone has thier guardian angels watching over 

them. 

 

Night: yeah i'm on hell of a fighter ow don't poke me there. more lke 

the devil's bargin 

 

Jc: carful i think she's sore 

 

Vet: Okay. It looks like this little girl's gonna make a full recovry. 

 

-Vet heads towards the door- 
 

Vet: The'res a few broken bones but those should heal just fine. 

 

Vet: Just be gald I work for a nonprofit organiazation. 

 

Jc: thanks doc, or vet. whatever 



 

Vet: Just call me Jill. 

 

-jc pets night's head who looks to be glaring at Laura- 

 

-she leaves- 

 

Laura: I'm heading back to bed. -leaves the room- 

 

Inner Laura: The fleabag shouldn't have been biteing me. 

 

-Chris comes over to Night and scratches her behind the ears- 

 

Chris: Don't be mad at her Night. She'll get over it. 

 

Justin: nights a fighter in two ways 

 

Joey: caome on its too early to be awake 

 

Lance: its almost 8 am 

 
Joey: like i said................. 

 

-heads to bunk. justin yawns and goes too- 

 

-Chris follows shortly after- 

 



Chris: -whispering to sleeping Laura- It's going to be okay. Remember 

I'm right here. -goes to sleep next to her- 

  

-when the others are out- 

 

Jc: god night what the hell is your problem 

 

Night: i love to play 

 

Jc: quit doing it! 

 

Night: jc i was just... 

 

Jc: you almost died! or in your case severly injured. they could ahve 

thought you wer dead and then............. god i wouldn't be able to have 

another bat and god Jordan............ 

 

-jc holds night- 

 

Night: ow jc....... 

 
Jc: i love you sis and don't want to lose you 

 

Night: you won't. unless someone has a steak with them...... 

 

Jc: don't, just don't do that stuff to Laura. your going to lead her to 

doing something bad to you. 



 

Night: i want my revenge 

 

Jc: emaning feeding off of her? hell no missy 

 

Night: i won't kill her 

 

Jc: but witht eh moon coming up you and i have other stuff to worry 

about ya know 

 

Night: you mean you do. i can control it i just turn whoever i bite a 

vampire. but i'm a abt that day! 

 

Jc: yeah but last time you did a good job helping 

 

Night: you nearing killed me 

 

-jc kisses the bat's head- 

 

Night: i love you too C 

 
Jc: lets just............... don't go near Laura 

 

Night: what? 

 

Jc: even as a person STAY THE HELL AWAY FROM HER! 

 



Night: i won't touch her C. you can't tell me what i can and can't do 

 

Jc: go near her i will hurt you 

 

Night: don't C 

 

Jc: then stay away. i'm done talking 

 

-puts her in her cage. she still si hust- 

 

Night: its going to take a while to heal 

 

Jc: SHUT UP AND SLEEP. 

 

Night: dickhead 

 

-jc throws himself into hsi bunk. later he tries to contact night/Jordan 

but no answer- 

 

inner jc: ah shit now i should have done that..... but god i'm so moody. 

the moon is getting close. please god, don't let this curse lead tot he 
harm of the innocent 

 

Lance: hey Laura 

 

Laura: Hmn? 

 



Lance: just want to talk 

 

Laura: What about? 

 

Laura: I'm afraid that other than today's fiasco I don't really have any 

thing to talk about. You? 

 

Lance: just wanted to understand more about your dream 

 

Lance: that Jordan part? 

 

Laura; You want to know about my dream? Her'es the thing Lance. 

People with insomnia can die from it. Not from lack of sleep it'self but 

lack of sleep can cause a variety of major health risks. Includeing 

driveing a person crazy and giveing them night terrors caused by 

paranoia due to exaustion. That Jordan thing was only part of my 

night terror. Nothing more. 

 

Inner Laura: And again I'm haveing to tell half the truth. It seemed so 

real though. 

 
Lance: you do't think maybe Jordan is bugging you a little bit? you 

can talk to me. i pinky swear i will keep it between us. 

 

-holds out his pinky- 

 



Laura: I'm holding you to yor word -holds her pinky out- Remeber 

that crazy people are dangerous when angry. 

 

-lance hooks his with hers- 

 

Laura: Now. To answer your question. Yes. 

 

Lance: how? 

 

Laura: I have a really weired feeling about Jordan. A bad gut feeling. 

And I know it has something to do with that bat. 

 

Laura: I know I sound crazy. But still. I've never belived in vampires 

or anything like that. But with all the weird stuff that's been going on. 

And on top of that when you look in Night's eyes it's like you're 

looking into a humans eyes. And even then it's not human. It's like 

she can see into your soul. The same thing goes for Jordan.  

 

-lance nods- 

 

Laura: I just feel like those two have it in for me. With Night it's 
obvious but with Jordan I have no idea. 

 

Lance: i have felt weird around her when we first met, but i've sort 

of.................... fallen in love with her. 

 



Laura: And when Chris is around Night I get that feeling that you get 

wehn someone is flirting with your significant other. You know the 

"get your hands off my man" feeling? 

 

Lance: Jordan's persoality is great. i've never hated her int eh first 

[lace. that mgiht be it. she probabaly knows you hate her and doesn't 

like you either 

 

Lance: try to get to know Jordan better. try to become freidns with 

her. i know she is weird but everyone is 

 

Laura: I don't hate her. I'm just wary about her. It's as though she's 

stalking me. Like a lion stalks food. Again I knoiw I sound crazy but 

still. But I'll try to get along with her. 

 

Lance: i love her and i don't see anything evil in her. unless you hate 

her she just doesn't like that. makes herself repulsive and makes it so 

"okay yal hate me then fine i'll show you how badass i can be" 

 

Laura: Either way the others are probably wondering where we are. 

 
Lance: she is alot like the bat too 

 

Lance: lets go 

 

-they rejoin the group- 

 



-jc watches Night- 

 

Joey: she seems calm 

 

Chris: That's a change. 

 

Justin: did the vet drug her or what? maybe she is dying or 

something 

 

-jc glares at justin- 

 

Jc: she ain't dying justin 

 

Chris: We'd know. 

 

-jc looks at night again- 

 

Jc: she acts like a human. i swear 

 

Joey: Well you treat her like a human. 

 
-nigth moved, walking up the cage and hanging upside down on the 

cage- 

 

Jc: so you think if i keep her int eh cage, never let her out and bea  abt 

she will be fine? 

 



-night wraps her wings around herslef and closes her eyes- 

 

Chris: Who knows. Something tells me that ebven if you never let her 

out she'll figure out how to open the cage herself. 

 

-jc smiles- 

 

Jc: she's too clever 

 

Chris: Bats are pretty samrt animals. 

 

Lance: don't fear her Laura 

 

Jc: and she won't fear you 

 

-everyone nodded- 

 

Laura: She dosen't fear me. She bloddy hates me. 

 

-night opens her eyes and looks over at Laura- 

 
Inner Laura: That feeling again. Like I'm being stalked. 

 

Night: i give you no more warnings 

 

-Laura stare out the window blankly- 

 



-jc didn't hear her this time- 

 

-two weeks later- 

 

Jordan: hi beck 

 

-her and beck were sharing a hotel room- 

 

Laura: Hey Jordan. 

 

Jordan: so how was Night? 

 

-you can tell Laura hasn't slept at all in at least two days- 

 

Laura: Please don't get me started. 

 

-you can see a hint of red in Jordan's eyes- 

 

Jordan: what did she do? 

 

Laura: Lets see...For started she seemed to take pleasure in makeing 
sure that when I did sleep to bite me and wake me up, then she hid in 

my bed and bit me at least twice befroe I had to kick her to get her off 

me., Jc then got upset because the wretched little creature nearly 

died, and to top it all off the lack of sleep combined with that thing 

being there is giving me night terrors. 

 



-Laura buries herself underneth the covers and closes her eyes trying 

to sleep- 

 

Laura: Jordan do you think you could pass me that bottle of pills over 

there in the bathroom? The Tiffany blue ones. 

 

-Laura points to the bathroom- 

 

Jordan: sure. damn you had fun! 

 

-she laughs sort of evil in the bathroom- 

 

Laura: Ya think? 

 

-her vision is blurry but its dark- 

 

Inner Laura: Did she laugh? 

 

-her reflection- 

 

Jordan: here ya go 
 

-hands them over 

 

- 

 

-her eyes glow a little- 



 

Laura: Thank you. -takes the pills- These should knock me out for a 

good eight hours. -takes one dry- 

 

Jordan: you need it 

 

-sits on her bed cross legged- 

 

Jordan: i'm nocturnal. i deal with missing sleep 

 

Laura: Yeah...I....Do.- She falls asleep- 

 

-she is out cold- 

 

Jordan: he he 

 

-she sneakcs over and pulls her hiar out of ehr face- 

 

Jordan: revenge is sweet 

 

-she cralws over and lies next to her- 
 

-Jordan gets her hair from her necka nd licks it- 

 

Jordan: bitch 

 

-bites- 



 

-Laura flinches in her sleep. She's crying- 

 

-Jordan grabs her arma nd holds her down- 

 

inner Jordan: god i needed this........................................ 

 

Sleeping Laura: No please god...Help me someone....So many of 

then....Help....please someone..... 

 

*dream/flashback* 

 

inner Jordan: i can smell your fear and its makes this even better. 

 

-three year old Laura is wandering aroud away from the nature walk 

group that her parents took her on- 

 

Mom: Don't wander too far sweetie. 

 

Laura: I won't Mommy. 

 
-But she does and soon she finds herself lost- 

 

Laura: Mommy? Daddy? 

 

-she continues to wander. But then she slips and falls into a bat cave- 

 



-she screams and cries for help but that only wakes them up- 

 

-The bats swarm around her and one of them even attacks her- 

 

Laura: MOMMY! DADDY! 

 

inner bat: oh yeah little one 

 

-This continues for at least an hour until search and rescue finds her- 

 

*end dream/flashback* 

 

-Jordan pulls otu fo Laura's neck- 

 

Jordan: you know i've been waiting so many years to do this to you 

 

-she whipsers into her ear- 

 

Jordan: yah i was the bat who attacked you................... 

 

-Laura is sobbing in her sleep- 
 

-Jordan runs her finger along her wet neck- 

 

Jordan: i'm not done yet babe 

 

goes back in- 



 

-The pillow has blood stains on it now- 

 

-soon Jordan pulls out and sighs- 

 

Jordan: you are so ymmmuful 

 

-licks her lips and sucks her fingers- 

 

Jordan: want to taste? 

 

-runs ehr fingers on her red necka nd puts it on her lips- 

 

-almost as if she heard Laura's head jerks away- 

 

Jordan: stay 

 

-claws into her arm to hold her still- 

 

Jordan: move and i kill you 

 
-she licks her neck to clean her up- 

 

Jordan: now................. 

 

-there is a knock at the door- 

 



-she stadna nd looks at Laura- 

 

Jordan: i never did this 

 

-Jordan dives into her bed acting normal- 

 

Sleeping Laura: I don't belive you. 

 

Jordan: you have no proof 

 

-Enter Chris- 

 

Chris: Hey I was just coming to check on you-OH MY GOD! Laura! 

 

-He runs over to her- 

 

Jordan: huh? 

 

-turns around turning ont he light- 

 

Chris: Look at his! -shows Jordan- And she's still dead asleep. It's 
another one of her night terrors. If any of the guys are wondering 

where I am I'm takeing Laura to the hospital. 

 

-Jordan nods- 

 

-wehn chris moves her she covers the pillow- 



 

Jordan: wet i'l change it for her 

 

-takes the pillow intot eh bathroom- 

 

Chris: And what's up with these marks on her neck? 

 

Jordan: waht mark? 

 

-they disappear- 

 

Chris: And it looks like there are claw marks on her arms. 

 

-Chris shows her- 

 

Jordan: i see nothing at all chris 

 

Chris: They're right there! 

 

-chris and Jordan look and see nothing- 

 
Chris: I could've sworn they were there a second ago. 

 

Jordan:t eh lighting chris 

 

-she goes intot eh bathroom, shutting the door- 

 



inner Jordan: shit that was clsoe 

 

-one detail that Jordan overlooked. The blood on Beeca's hair- 

 

-the next day- 

 

Chris: They're keeping Laura there for a couple of days. They say she 

lost a ton of blood. She had just enough lleft in her so she could still 

live but still. Andthe blood on her hair. Something's up. 

 

Joey: Relax man. Laura'll be fine.  

 

Jordan: shit i thought i moved it all out of the way 

 

-jc goes wide eyed- 

 

Chris: What was that? 

 

-Jordan covers her motuh- 

 

Chris: You know what. Don't answer. 
 

Jc: ah shit Jordan how could you! 

 

Chris: I'm too upset to deal with this. I need some space. 

 

Jordan: i told you............................ 



 

-he leaves- 

 

Jc: i said do not touch her and what do you do? 

 

Jordan: hey she was the one who kicked me against a wall!!! 

 

Lance: wait what? 

 

Joey: wahts up? 

 

Justin: damn this is weird 

 

Jc: you almost killed her! 

 

Jordan: she was supose to sleep! chris should have stayed in his 

damn room 

 

-chris comes back in- 

 

Chris: Look Jordan. I don't know what the fuck is going on but the 
woman that I love nearly died last night and from the looks of it you 

know more about it than you're saying so start talking. 

 

Jordan: she won't become a vampire C! 

 

-she sits ont eh couch- 



 

Jordan: eyash one feed and boom big blow out 

 

Chris: What?!  

 

Jc: Jordan you just....................... 

 

Joey: Um.... 

 

Jordan: i did..................... -she looks up- ah crap 

 

Chris: Both of you start talking. 

 

Jordan: i'm high off of dope i don't know what i am saying Jc 

 

Jc: yeah what she said 

 

-they head tot eh back- 

 

Chris: Yeah an I'm Mother Teresa. 

 
Justin: i believe that as much as i do in vampires 

 

Joey: tell us. STOP! 

 

-Jordan and jc stop dead in their tracks- 

 



Jordan: if i bite them right will they black otu and forget? 

 

Jc: maybe.................. 

 

Joey: -hold up neckalce- I don't know if crosses work on you guys but 

it's worth a shot. 

 

-Jordan grabs it and throws it- 

 

Joey: Guess not. 

 

Jordan: don't believe in fariy tales 

 

Chris: What the fuck is going on!? 

 

Jc: bite hima nd wwe'll test it. 

 

-Jordan shakes her head- 

 

Jordan: he'll struggle 

 
Jc: paralyze him. i'll hold the others back 

 

Chris: Try anything anf you're going to rue the day you guys met us! 

 

-Jordan jumps on joey pinning him- 

 



Jordan; don't owrry joey 

 

-Chris atacks Jordan- 

 

-fangs grow- 

 

-jc attacks chris- 

 

Chris: Get off him you witch! 

 

Jordan: vampire 

 

Chris: Let go of me you bastards! 

 

Chris: You betrayed us! 

 

-Jordan digs her calws into joeya nd bites his neck just right- 

 

Chris: Noooooooooooo! 

 

-jc grows fang- 
 

Jc: trust me we didn't 

 

-jc bites him just right- 

 

Chris: -screams- 



 

justin/Lance: shit! 

 

Inner Chris: Laura.....Please be okay... 

 

-he collapses- 

 

-joeya nd chris balck out and Jordan stadn- 

 

Jordan: she'll be fine 

 

Jc: maybe 

 

-they turn to justina dn lance- 

 

Justin: Why? 

 

Jordan:t eh less you struggle the sooner it will all be over 

 

Justin: Why.. 

 
Jc: becasue you can't know 

 

Justin: Chirs was right. 

 

Justin: Traitors. 

 



Jc: i'm sorry justin but we have to we aren't betraying you! 

 

Jordan: bite him NOW! 

 

-Jordan jumps justina dn bites him- 

 

Justin: You nearly killed her. 

 

Jordan: hell i might just do that! 

 

Inner Justin: No.... 

 

-jc hugs lance who is shaking- 

 

Jc: lance please forgive me. you won't remember anything 

 

Lance: i'll try 

 

-jc bite hima dn he passes out0- 

 

Jordan:t here now lets put them int he bunks 
 

Jc: this bette work 

 

Jordan: ti will 

 

-they put them to bed- 



 

Jc: god i feel bad. i pormised to never touch them 

 

Jordan: yeah yeah yeah 

 

Jc: if you just................. 

 

-jc sighs- 

 

Jordan: don't worry C. 

 

Jc: please god make sure on the new moon i will not harm any 

innocent soul 

 

Jordan: and please make sure i can help C and i am truly sorry for  

 

Laura. i won't touch ehr again............ 

 

-after Jc and Jordan put the others to bed after haveing an all you 

can eat buffet on them they talk- 

 
-Laura is still in the hospital- 

 

-the phone rings- 

 

Jc: hello? 

 



-he rubs his face- 

 

Person: Hello. Is Mr. Kirkpatrick there? 

 

-the voice sounds female- 

 

Jc: he is busy. may i ask who this is? 

 

-Jordan licks her lips of blood, looking up- 

 

Person: I'm Nurse Lisa Wilmont. I'm the one takeing care of his 

girlfriend. Ms. McFarland? Mr. Kirkpatrick was on her list of 

contacts for medical emergencies. He asked that we keep him posted. 

And Dr. Garland is busy right now. 

 

Lisa: Anyways could you tell him that she's makeing good prgoress 

and will be ready to leave tomarrow morning? 

 

Jc: yes i will. thank you 

 

Lisa: Thank you. 
 

Jc: bye 

 

Lisa: Bye. 

 

-jc hangs up- 



 

Jc: Jordan can you do me a favor? 

 

Jordan: waht? 

 

Jc: since the others will forget the recent events, we'll need beck to 

forget as well 

 

Jordan: no problem 

 

-the next day when beck come back Jordan knocks out her too and 

leaves her in her buck- 

 

Jc: good now when the others wake up soon we'll tell them something 

 

Inner Laura: Damn not again.... 

 

Jordan: well this is what we get right? damn....................................... 

 

Jc: yeah. you started though 

 
Jordan: shut up 

 

-goes intot eh back to play video games- 

 

-Chris Wakes up- 

 



-a few hours later- 

 

Chris: Ow....-rubs neck- I think I might have pulled something on 

stage. I've a serious migrane too. 

 

Jordan: just take pills. you've been out of it forever it seems. 

 

Chris: What the fuck did I do? -swallows pain killers- 

 

Jc: while Jordan and i were wroking on some stuff, everyone else 

went out parting. yeah you were hammered. all of you were 

 

Jordan: i'm not surprised you forot it all. nothing bad happened. to 

our knowledge 

 

Chris: Must've been. I probably blacked out since I can't remember a 

dan thing. It's kinda in bits and pieces. I must've been one angry 

drunk since I think Jc had to hold me back. I wonder who pissed me 

off. 

 

-Chris looks over at Laura's bunk- 
 

-jc smiles- 

 

Chris: When did Laura get back? 

 

Jordan Laura went with yal remember? 



 

Chris: No. 

 

Jc: fiures. she out too. at least she's getting sleep 

 

Chris: Laura dosen't do that kind of stuff. Usually she's the designated 

driver. 

 

Chris: True 

 

Jordan: body gards are for that dear 

 

Chris: She's pretty out of it though. I'm glad she's getting some sleep. 

The past couple of weeks have been pretty hard on her. 

 

Chris: I think after this tour is over I'm going to have her move in 

with me so I can keep an eyes on her. 

 

-Jordan heads tot eh back t play games- 

 

Jc: well get some more sleep. you've been out of it for a long time 
 

-jc heads tot eh back and shuts the door. chris hears attacking noices- 

 

Inner Chris: What the fuck? Okay this has just got to be one of those 

hangover dreams. I'm going back to bed. 

 



-goes to sleep next to Laura- 

 

Jc: ahg! 

 

Jordan: cj what the hell? 

 

-covers her gushing wound- 

 

Jc: tis starting. oh god.............. 

 

-pulls hsi fangs back in and claws- 

 

Jordan: god.. 

 

-she soon heals- 

 

Jc: i'm sorry. at least it wa syou. god i felt it building upa nd i nearly 

attacked chris 

 

Jordan: if you did, he would have died. and if i had to i would ahve 

changed him............. 
 

Jc: never ever do that unless nessasary 

 

Jordan: i know 

 

-Jordan hugs jc closly- 



 

-the others wake up one by one and eventually everyone exccpet 

Laura is awake. Chris is makeing sure Laura stays asleep as long as 

possible- 

 

-Jordan coems from the back- 

 

Jordan: ehy yal. don't bug jc he's cranky 

 

Joey: Hey Jordan. 

 

Justin: Okkay 

 

-they can see jc curled up before the door shuts- 

 

Chris: ou sure he's feeling alright. 

 

Jordan: some what. he is in a 'bite your head off' mood 

 

inner Jordan: litterly 

 
Chris: We've all had those. 

 

Jordan: yeah 

 

-rolls her eyes and rubs her temples- 

 



Jordan: this day.................... 

 

Justin: What Jordan? 

 

Jordan: nothing 

 

-hurries tot eh front. lance follwos- 

 

-Justin shrugs- 

 

Lance: Okay seriouly are you okay. You haven't been acting yourself 

lately. And what with the way C's been. Is he really okay? 

 

Jordan: i can't tell you 

 

Jordan: he'll be fine........... maybe 

 

-she rubs ehr face- 

 

-then ehr necka nd lance sees something- 

 
Lance: Allright. I'll hold you to your word on that. 

 

Lance: Wait. What's that? 

 

Jordan: huh? 

 



-lance points it out- 

 

-lance loooks closly and sees a bite on her neck. a large scar- 

 

Jordan: nothing! 

 

-covers her neck- 

 

Lance: Dosen't look like it. 

 

Lance: You can tell me you know that. 

 

Jordan: its just.............. 

 

-Jordan rubs it and it opens a little- 

 

Lance: Wow. Lemme guess hair curler? 

 

Jordan: i hate these 

 

-Jordan covers it and there is blood- 
 

Lance: Oh my god. 

 

Jordan: nto close. i don't curl my hair Lance 

 

Jordan: i'll be fine i swear 



 

Lance: Right. 

 

Lance: If anything hapens let me know okay. 

 

-lance grabs a clotha dn covers her neck for her- 

 

-Jordan stares at her hand- 

 

Jordan: blood......................... 

 

Lance: It's nothing to be scared of. You won't bleed to death. We just 

need to get a bandaid on it and you'll be fine. 

 

-lance pulls the cloth off and the scar is comletely gone- 

 

Lance: Wow. See waht I mean. You heal fast. You'll be fine. 

 

Jordan: get off of me1 

 

Lance: Okay okay. 
 

-Jordan pusheds him off and shakes a little- 

 

-he steps back- 

 

Jordan: go please 



 

Lance: alright. 

 

-he leaves- 

 

-Jordan cowers and can feel her changing. the moon is tonight and 

she had to get her and jc far away- 

 

-she had to do somehting- 

 

-the bus stops- 

 

Jordan: what? 

 

Chris: We're at the hotel now guys! 

 

-Jordan stumbles tot eh back- 

 

Chris: Laura wake up hun. 

 

-Laura gets up- 
 

-she opens the door and sees no Jc- 

 

Jordna: oh god 

 

Chris: You can go back to sleep in a few minutes. 



 

Jordan: where is Jc? 

 

-the others file out- 

 

Justin: We haven't seen him all day. 

 

Jordan: oh god C! 

 

Joey: Yeah you told us to stay away from him. 

 

-Jordan turns and he is coming out of the bathroom- 

 

Jordan: jc? 

 

-he has red eyes- 

 

Jordan: oh god i can't................ 

 

Justin: Nice contacts dude. 

 
-Jordan falls tot eh ground- 

 

Joey: You okay Jordan? 

 

Jordan: run. run! RUN! 

 



-they obey- 

 

-jc growles and Jordan screams- 

 

-Justin and Joey hide the others in the hotel- 

 

Chris: Guys what the hell is going on!? 

 

Justin: Trust us dude if we told you you wouldn't belive us. 

 

-Jordan's wings sprot of her backa dn her fangs grow. jc is completely 

transformed and leaving- 

 

Jordan: JOSHUA! 

 

Joey: Lets just say Jc's in a bad state of mind and leave it there. 

 

Jc: oh where are yal? 

 

-Jordan flys after jc and he's int eh hotel. people are screaming- 

 
Jordan: joshua stop! 

 

Jordan: oh god they better all hide! 

 

-they have- 

 



-jc goes up the staris tot the rooms- 

 

Jordan: i'm sorry josh 

 

-she tackles him and holds him back. he hisses and strugles- 

 

-he throws her across the room intot eh wall. she fall and is dazed. jc 

goes up the stria tot eh room where they are hidden- 

 

Jc: i can smell you.......... 

 

Inner Laura: I remember now. Dear god not again please no! 

 

-Jordan shakes awake and goes outside flying up the side of the 

building- 

 

-the guys look through the cracka nd see him scanning the room- 

 

Lance: What the fuck!? 

 

-jc turnsand they see his red eyes fangs and everything vampire- 
 

-jc rips oepn the door- 

 

Jc: yummy food 

 



Laura: 

KYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY

YYYYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA! 

 

-Jordan flys throuhg the widow throwing jc agains the wall- 

 

Jordan: oh my god did he touch you?! 

 

Laura: -shakes her head.- 

 

-jc stand and screams at Jordan who screams back. jc tackles her- 

 

Jc: do not interfear! 

 

Jordan: tis your sister do not hurt your friends! 

 

-Joey get the other out of the room and they run like hell- 

 

-jc  flys out of the window and Jordan follows the others- 

 
Chris: Where can we go!? That thing is going to follow us no matter 

what! 

 

Justin: That's Jc moron! 

 

Jordan: he doesn't mean it! 



 

Joey: We kinda figured that out. 

 

Jordan: i promise you he is under the curce 

 

Joey: Again we kinda gathered that. 

 

Jordan:g od every new moon every vampire transforms. the ones 

bitten by bats are the lucky ones not to change like him. 

 

Chris: Hold up.....Does this have anything to do with the so called 

"hangover" 

 

Jordan: the ones bitten by humans change and attack every moving 

thing. they all turn to vampires as well. 

 

Laura: Stop asking questions and lets get the hell out of here! 

 

Jordan: yes there was no hangover 

 

-jc screams laughing too- 
 

Joey: Laura's right we'll ask about that later lets get the hell out of 

here! 

 

-they runa nd joradn explains- 

 



Jordan: jc and i are from the 18th centry 

 

-the others listen- 

 

Jordan: i was born in 1694 on August 21st. 

 

Jordan: jc was on 1676 

 

Jordan: in the mid 1700's i was bitten by a vampire bat and well this 

is who iam. jc was bittena nd few years later ont eh new moon by a 

very evil woman 

 

Jordan: as you can tell every new moon jc and i cahnge into our full 

vampire form. jc attacks every moving thing and i am in full control 

over myself. mostly though. just don't piss me off. who ever we feed 

off of turns into a vampire 

 

Jordan: the nurce 

 

Laura: Ms. Wilmont? 

 
Jordan: lisa wilmont? 

 

Jordan: ehr. she needs to die. 

 

Laura: That bitch put me in a drug induced coma for two daya. 

 



Jordan: i could tell by how jc was talking to her ont eh phone he was 

freaking out. he was really angry. he attacked me. he gets more 

moddy the closer the moon gets 

 

Jordan: um......... actully that was me 

 

Jordan: i feed off of you 

 

Chris: WHAT!? 

 

Jordan: don't piss me off 

 

-jc suddenly coems flying there way and takes down justin- 

 

Jordan: no!!! 

 

-joredan rips jc off of hima ndb throws him downt eh staris- 

 

-Laura screams- 

 

Jordan orry 
 

sorry 

 

-Jordan grabs justina nd pushes him along- 

 

Jordan: intot eh elevator now! 



 

Justin: Ow.. 

 

-they run in- 

 

-gets them in. hlafway down she turns it off- 

 

Jordan: oh god did he bite you? 

 

-Jordan looks at justin's neck- 

 

Justin: Not that I know of. 

 

Jordan: calw mark your fine 

 

--Jordan sighs- 

 

Jordan: now what we were talking about............ 

 

Chris: About how if we wern't running for our lives right now I'd be 

looking for a wodden stake right now. 
 

Chris: You feed off my grilfriend! How sick can you get!? 

 

Jordan: i didn't kill her! after kicking me agains the wall i needed my 

revenge. ilke i said, we get moody and if you piss me off the 

moddiness is bad 



 

Jordan: god breath Jordan 

 

-she takes deap breaths- 

 

Laura: You we're haveing a grad old time munching on my foot! 

 

Jordan: he he that was fun 

 

-Laura starts towards her but Joey holds her back- 

 

Jordan: i feel bad about feeding off of you but i haven't fed in a while 

and i feel very bad 

 

Joey: I'm pissed too Beck but fighting isn't going to help. 

 

Jordan: i'm truly sorry but if you keep feeling like that i WILL 

ATTACK YOU NOW! 

 

-the elevator shakes- 

 
-everyone looks up- 

 

-she scream at her, ehr fangs growing large and her whole motuh 

opening wide- 

 

jc: coem out coem out little ones 



 

Jordan: joshua do not hurt them or i will........... 

 

Jordan: who am i kidding i can't hurt my brother. he nearly killed me 

once 

 

Inner Laura: Bats....Hate.......Bats. 

 

Jordan: yeah i'm night 

 

-Jordan does a jump in the small elevator and transforms- 

 

Night: see? 

 

-Laura goes even plaer than she was. Chris grabs her and hold her so 

she doesn't freak out- 

 

Lance: cahnge back 

 

Laura: So it was you. The one who attacked me when I was three. 

 
-Jordan cahnges back and pants- 

 

Jordna: yeah now then was the new moon and my day was bad 

enough. be glad i didn't bite you or you would be like me 

 



Jordan: if i have to feed on this day i change into a bat. its not as bad 

of a curce 

 

Chris: This day get crazier and crazier by the minute. -elevator 

shakes again- 

 

Jc: ha! 

 

-a rip appears int eh topa nd jc hisses- 

 

Jordan: joshua! 

 

-she jumps and changes into a bat, attacking jc's face- 

 

Jc: god i hate bats! 

 

Lance: ironic 

 

-jc bites the bat and it starts to gush blood and falss back into the 

elevator- 

 
-he lands ont eh ground shaking- 

 

Lance: oh my god JORDAN! 

 

-jc claws more- 

 



-the bat goes backa dn Jordan's middle is gushing blood- 

 

-Laura hugs Chris who holds her- 

 

Lance: oh my god! 

 

Justin: Please be okay Jordan. 

 

Jordan: SHIT! 

 

-it stops bleeding and Jordan stand- 

 

Jordan: damn that hurt 

 

Joey: No shit. 

 

-she lifts her shirt and it heals- 

 

Justin; cool 

 

Lance: god! 
 

-he hugs her tightly- 

 

-Jordan sniffs his neck- 

 

-her eyes glaze over sort of- 



 

Lance: Oh crap. -pushes her off- 

 

Jordan orry 

 

Lance: Don't even think about it hun. 

 

-it was a growls and she shakes out of it- 

 

Jordan: you don't know how long i've wanted to fuck you and feed off 

of you at the same time 

 

-Jordan jumps and takcles jc- 

 

Inner Lance: I don't know if I should find that good or disturbing. 

 

Jordan: start the elevator and run! 

 

-Joey punches the botton- 

 

-Jordan drags jc up and they fight. justin chuckled- 
 

Justin:t ahts so cool 

 

-the elevator dings and opens- 

 

Jc: feed! 

Jordan: sorry



 

-jc dives down- 

 

Joey: Quit yaking and lets go! 

 

-the others run- 

 

-jc alnds int eh elevator and stadns, popping his neck- 

 

-Jordan flys downt h tackles him. she starts the elevator and runs 

out- 

 

-Jordan rusn with them- 

 

-more like flys- 

 

Joey: Where the hell can we run too!? 

 

Jordan: to the bus now 

 

Joey: Right! 
 

-he opens the door and gets everyone in- 

 

Jordan: interesting. nsync getting chased 

 

Jordan: at least it ain' teenies 



 

Justin: i'd rather it be teenies! 

 

Joey: Lets' just hope the tabloids don't hear about this. 

 

-Jordan hovers in the ari closing ehr eyes- 

 

Jordan: blood... feed... can't... breath Jordan 

 

-Laura takes a few steps back. Chris steps defensively in front of her- 

 

Jordan: i need.... i won't i swear 

 

-opens her eyes and they are a brighter red- 

 

Joey: Calm down Jordan. 

 

Jordan; its hard ya know 4 me 

 

-Jordan lands and leans against a counter- 

 
Joey: We get that. Try to take it easy though. Is there a blood bank 

nearby? 

 

Justin: Other than the hospital. But that's where that Lisa bitch is. 

 

Lance: I don't see any toher options. 



 

Jordan: i... god............. 

 

-the window breaks na djc flys in- 

 

-Laura screams- 

 

Jordan: i can't hold him back........... too weak........ i need blood 

 

Chris: Laura get down! 

 

Jc: finally 

 

Jordan: joshua....................................................... 

 

-jc looks at her and she shakes and falls to the ground- 

 

Jc: what? fine more for me.......................... 

 

-he can't though, he walks and rolls her to her side. she is wide-eyed 

and drolling- 
 

Jordan: i need blood 

 

Jc: then feed 

 

-jc stands- 



 

Jc:w hich one which one 

 

-Jordan stumbles up- 

 

-Laura is looking around the room frantically looking for something 

sharp and wodden- 

 

Jordan: i ma truly sorry 

 

-jc jumps on chris adn bites his neck sucking hard- 

 

-Chris screams- 

 

Laura: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO! 

 

Lance: as long as you don't hurt us intentionally 

 

-jc pulls back grinning and licking his lips- 

 

-Laura sinks to her knees tears flowing down her face- 
 

-jc walks voer and pulls ehr head back by her hari- 

 

Jc: my baby don't cry 

 

-Laura struggles- 



 

-Chris falls to the ground- 

 

Chris: Laura.... 

 

-jc puns her to the ground and straddles her lap- 

 

-jc pushes her head tot eh side pulling the hair back- 

 

Jc: lets see how much Jordan enjoyed this 

 

Laura: LET GO OF ME YOU BASTARD! 

 

-bites her hard- 

 

Laura: MURDERER! 

 

-she screams again still crying- 

 

Jordan: i'm truly sorry 

 
-Jordan growls and jumps on joey throing him agaisn the door- 

 

-Joey screams too- 

 

-Justin inches his way towardsthe door- 

 



-Jordan pushes his head backa dn lance and justin watch in horror as 

she feeds- 

 

-joey soon falss tot eh ground- 

 

Jordan: ehll no i'm not done! 

 

-Jordan tackles justin- 

 

Justin: NO! 

 

-Jordan bites hima nd lance is shaking and tearing up- 

 

-when justin falls Jordan and jc look at each toher then turn to lance- 

 

Jc: shall we split? 

 

Jordan: why not... 

 

-they take lance down, feeding and they are left standsing by pale 

people who are shaking- 
 

Jordan: waht have i done?! 

 

Jc: ymmuful 

 

Jordan: my god i'm so sorry i......... i can't................ 



 

-Laura is barely consious and Chris is struggleing towards her- 

 

Chris: Save it. -coughs- 

 

Jordan: i'm sorry chris and Laura. i am sorry 

 

-she is in tears- 

 

-Chris get to Laura and is holding her- 

 

Jc: what the- 

 

Chris: Angain Jordan save it. 

 

-the sun coems up and jc transforms backa dnJordan- 

 

Jc:w aht? oh my god I TOLD YOU! 

 

Jordan: i.... i ........ 

 
Chris: Laura. Baby please be okay. 

 

-he passe sout ont eh floor- 

 

Jc: she will. 

 



-passes out as well- 

 

Lance: Call....911. -he's haveing trouble breathing due to loss of blood- 

 

-later- 

 

News Person: In pop culture news. The popular group N'Sync was 

attacked last night by a unknwon attacker. Many claim it was a 

vampire thoug hpoliece belive it to be a gang or cult of some kind. The 

boy band is currently in the hospital and many concert dates have 

been reschudeled. 

 

Chris: Trun the Tv off guys. 

 

-Jordan does- 

 

Jordan: hey 

 

Chris: -who looks really pissed- What. 

 

Jordan: you can be pissed all you want 
 

Jc: i was the same way 

 

Jordan; be glad your alieve 

 



Chris: You attacked us and nearly killed us all. Laura is still 

unconsious and that Lisa chick has been wwatching all of us all day. 

 

Jc: i'll take care of her 

 

Justin: Does this mean we're all....-gulps- Vampires? 

 

-Jordan sighs- 

 

Jordan: yeah 

 

-Justin goes pale and looks at the fground- 

 

Jordan: the full moon tomorrow will make you change fully. you'll be 

stuck int aht form for a while 

 

Jc: god did it suck 

 

Jordan:a t least you were human. i was stuck as a bat 

 

Lance:w aht will ahppen to us? 
 

Jordan:  will teach yal soon enough how to nbe a vampire 

 

Jc: vampires for dummies 

 

-Jordan and jc chuckle- 



 

-Enter Lisa. She's a blond haired green eyed nurse with a white 

uniform- 

 

Inner Joey; I can understand how C fell for her. 

 

inner jc: god that bitch! 

 

Lisa: Glad to see you recognise me love. 

 

inner Jordan: i wonder if i can kill her now without anyone knowing 

 

Jc: love my ass 

 

Jordan: don't.................. 

 

Lisa: You're not still sre about what happened are you? 

 

Jc: yuo touch any of them and you will die 

 

-she grins evily- 
 

Jordan: hi lisa 

 

Lisa: I'd like to see you try. 

 

-she walks up to her- 



 

Lisa: Well well. How's my favorite little girl? 

 

Jordan: fine. hows the little slut? 

 

-Jordan growles- 

 

Lisa: Wel it looks like you still have the same smart mouth. -smirks- 

It's no wonder you don't have a boy. With that attitude you won't be 

able to get anyone near you. -laughs a high cold and totally insane 

laugh- 

 

-Jordan slaps her- 

 

-she bites hard and Jordan scream, falling back- 

 

Jordan:y uo bitch! 

 

Lisa: Remeber little girl. I'm still more powerful than you! 

 

-Jordan holds up her hand. her figner is gone 
 

Jordan: -sigh- not again............ 

 

-lisa spits it out- 

 

-Jordan picks it up. it disinergrates between ehr fingers- 



 

Justin: whoa 

 

Jordan: soon i will be powerful enough to bite that damn head off 

 

-Jordan hisses and jc holds her back- 

 

Lisa: I'd like to see you try. 

 

-All of a sudden- 

 

-Jordan lurches but jc hols her back- 

 

Person: Enough Lisa. 

 

Jc: don't. some other time 

 

-enter Dr. Garland- 

 

-Jordan hides her hand- 

 
Dr. Garland: It's alright. I know about the hand Ms. Glenn. 

 

-Jordan raises an eyebrwo- 

 

Jc;w ho the hell? 

 



Dr. Garland: My real name is Pheonix McFarland. You probably 

recognse the last name. Anyways I'm a vampire as well. -shows fangs- 

I'm eesentially Lisa's probation officier. 

 

Jc: wait are you................... 

 

-Jordan goes wide eyed- 

 

Pheonix: Yeah yeah I'm related to ReLaura. 

 

Jordan: i remember you! you were the one who bite me! 

 

Pheonox: Yup. 

 

Jordan: he he 

 

-Jordan hisses at him- 

 

Lance: oh boy 

 

Jc: hold back Jordan 
 

Pheonix: I was about the same age in vampire years as you are now. 

 

Jordan: no wonder i had a sence of revenge when ever i see beck 

 

Pheonix: You sholdn't take it out on my great x100 grand niece. 



 

Jc: now i get why you hate her so much 

 

Lisa: Wh-what! 

 

Jordan: i should take it out on you! 

 

Pheonix: Im suprised you didn't find out sooner Lisa. 

 

Jc: Jordan........... i know you like revenege but 

 

Jc: i think he's good 

 

Jordan:t ehn why did he bit me?! 

 

Pheonix: Lisa Wilmont. By order of the grand council of vampires I 

sentance you to death. For un willing turning of humans and stalking 

among various other crimes. 

 

Jc: hell eyah 

 
-Pheonix attacks Lisa nad lisa explodes into dust with a final scream- 

 

Jc: HELL EYAH! 

 

Jordan: I WANT TO DO THAT! 

 



Jordan: now answer me, why the hell did you bite me? 

 

Jordan: i didn't deserve it 

 

Pheonix: Start workning for the vampire government then. 

 

Pheonix: It was the same case as you with your friends. It was the 

new moon. 

 

Pheonix: That's the main reason you and your brother aren't dead. 

Accidental changeings are pardoned. 

 

Jordan: god i remember that ngith so well...... i was supose to get 

married the next day 

 

-Jordan sh tears in ehr eyes- 

 

Pheonix: As I recall it was an arranged one though wasn't it? 

 

Jordan: i loved him though 

 
jc: calm down 

 

Jordan: it was a good arranged marriaged 

 



Pheonix: I am truly sorry. But you can't continue to live in sadness 

forever. Fate had diffrent plans for you. Things will work out in the 

end. I know it has for me. 

 

Jordan: god i miis james 

 

Lance: how ironic................ 

 

-Jordan looked at him then broke down in tears- 

 

Jc: oh baby 

 

-holds her- 

 

Lance: waht was his last name? 

 

Jc: it was James Thompson 

 

Pheonix: I have other patients to take care of. -heads for the door- 

And by the way. About the girl. She's doing okay. We're moveing her 

into this room later today. -he leaves- 
 

Jc: what? 

 

Lance: that name sounds familiar some how...................... 

 

Jordan: waht girl? 



 

Chris: Thank god. -he relaxes into his pillow- 

 

Chris: She's okay. 

 

Jc/Jordan: oh. brain fart 

 

Justin: yep! 

 

Joey: oh my neck hurts 

 

-a couple hours later Laura is rolled into the room. Her face is stony. 

she looks blank and depressed- 

 

Jordan: wow. 

 

jc: jsut like you! 

 

Nurse: Dr. Garland has told us everything. Don't worry. Everyone has 

been sworn to secrecy about this. We'll bring along some food later. 

 
Laura: Just let me die. 

 

Chris: Don't say that! We're all alive.  

 

Laura: But when and if we die we're all going to hell. 

 



Jordan: wow i felt totally the same 

 

Jc:w ait huh? secresy? 

 

Nurse: We all know about you. Vampires come to only a few select 

hospitals and this is one of them. 

 

Jordan:w ait are u one? 

 

Nurse: No. 

 

Jc: dran 

 

darn 

 

Jordan: beck we won't go to hell 

 

Laura: I thought you said you were the devil's bitch. 

 

Jc: see if your a good vampire its like you work for god. you curce 

those who are evil and the new moon is the day the devil takes ahold 
of us. god is kind 

 

Jordan: joking around. really i'm a messenger of god you could say. 

complex 

 



Laura: I wantd to do so much with my life. And this..-she hugs her 

knees and bites her lip- 

 

Jc: i've sadi things to god so many times. he's a forgive man 

 

Laura: I'm not human and I've never been christian. 

 

Jordan: please god give us strength to not harm teh innocent 

 

Chris: It'll be okay Laura. 

 

Jc: oh god give this person stregth to get through their chalenges and 

bless them for the charity to us 

 

Jordan:r eally our food gets the better end of the deal in the end 

 

Chris: Not now guys. Seriously I don't think this is a good time. 

 

Jc: they mostly forget. in rare cases. 

 

-jc glares at Jordan- 
 

Jordan: eyah yeah 

 

Jc: like i said we'll explain it all to you later on 

 



Inner Laura: Why me? Why is all of this happening to me? What did I 

do to deserve this? 

 

inner Jordan: who siad that? 

 

Inner Laura: It's not polite to evesdrop. 

 

inner Jordan: he he i didn't scare you? 

 

Inner Laura: I'm afraid that after last night not much can scare me. 

 

inner jc: Jordan don't take advantage of the weak 

 

inner Jordan oory 

 

Inner Laura: If you count getting chased. Beging killed and nearly 

loseing the love of my life. 

 

Jordan; eayh telenetic stuff will also be explained 

 

Jc: can't wait to use it to my advantage 
 

Jordan: until you can control it, we canr ead all your thoughts! 

 

Jc: you'll learn how to block your mind 

 

Jordan/jc: and we will let u all sleep now 



 

Laura: Like that's going to happen. 

 

Jordan: here 

 

Chris: Laura....It's going to be okay. 

 

-she walks over and holds Laura's head- 

 

Joradn: please god let this creature rest 

 

-Laura closes her eyes- 

 

Jc: i love god 

 

Inner Laura: peace.... 

 

Jc: and only bat people can do that 

 

Jordan;w e are special 

 
-Jordan wlask tot eh others- 

 

Jordan: please god that these creatures be at peace tonight 

 

-Chris goes to sleep holding Laura's hand- 

 



-lance doses off and justin passes out. joey holds up his hadn- 

 

Joey: so wait you bit me. am i like you? 

 

Jc: she wasn't a bat 

 

Jordan: sorry babe. i was too weak 

 

Joey: oh well 

 

Joey: i'm sure i'll get cool stuff 

 

Jc: you will 

 

Jordan: please god let this creature rest and be at peace 

 

-joey passes out- 

 

-Pheonix reenters- 

 

Jordan: ehy 
 

Pheonix: You're powers are quite impressive. 

 

Jordan: many years 

 



Pheonix: Something tells me you had similar powers when you were 

human as well. 

 

Jc: what? 

 

Jordan: huh? 

 

Pheonix: A vampires powers come from the strengths they had as 

humans. Depending on thier talents. Your friend Christopher for 

example. Something tells me his power will have something to do 

with soundwaves. And his devotion to ReLaura could aslo lead to 

some interseting powers. 

 

Jc: damn. waht about me? 

 

Pheonix: I think you can figure that out. 

 

Jordan: um... do you know what happen to James? alnce siad it 

sounded familiar. i need to knwo why............................................ 

 

-jc stood back- 
 

Pheonix: Who knows. I'm guessing either decendant or reincarnated. 

 

-Jordan went wide-eyed- 

 

Pheonix: Only a theroy. 



 

Jc: reencarnated? i thought it only happened with soul amtes? 

 

Jc: i heard it from somewhere 

 

Jc: a couple i know was like that 

 

Pheonix: It would make sense. You two were engaged. 

 

Jordan: lance is my soul mate? my rencarnated fience? 

 

Pheonix: It happened to Romeo and Juliet. The part that Shakesperre 

didn't find out about. 

 

-Jordan walks voer and touched his cheek- 

 

Pheonix; If it happend to R and J then i don't see why not. 

 

Jordan; they aren't really alike. then again i really didn't know james 

as much as i do lance 

 
Pheonix: Stop dithering and hook up with him. This is you chance. 

 

Jc: eyah. now the vampire thing won't get int he way 

 

-Jordan shurgged and kissed his forehead- 

 



Jordan: god can't you give me some sign? 

 

-the day after- 

 

Jordan: oh my god chris sitr still! 

 

God: I'm not giving you everything! 

 

Chris: Meh. -squirms like a little kid- 

 

Jc: oh god 

 

Jordan:y uo were wrose remember that 

 

-Jordan sits on lance's bed. his eyes are red and he is picking his 

fangs- 

 

LANCE: OW! 

 

-he looks at his bleeding finger- 

 
Lance: i still ahve blood? 

 

Jc: yes we do. others mostly, but yes 

 

-Jordan took his finger and suck on it growling- 

 



Laura: Out of curiosity. Are we allowedto eat normal food when we 

want to? 

 

Jc: duh. it just deosn't satisfy us 

 

Jc: we need the blood 

 

Jordan: i eat chips as a bat 

 

Laura: Got it. That means I can gorge myself on sushi and not worry. 

 

-Jordan suck more on lance's finger- 

 

Lance: dont' bite it off 

 

Jordan: i can but it will grow back 

 

Lance: dont! 

 

Inner Chris: I need to ask her soon. The end of the tour is coming up. 

 
-too late- 

 

Lance: mother fucker! 

 

Jc: Jordan! 

 



Jordanorry. it was so good 

 

Chris: That looks like it hurt. 

 

-she is sucking his finger- 

 

Lance: it did 

 

Laura: ew. 

 

Jordan: yummy 

 

-she chews on his finger, eating it- 

 

jc: god the one thing i hate about abt people 

 

Chris: I'm never letting Laura suck me again. 

 

Jc: bat people actually eat epople once ina while. we don't 

 

Jc: so don't worry. Jordan is the only one who likes flesh 
 

Laura: -grins- 

 

Lance: damn 

 

-Chris lets out a sigh of relief- 



 

-looks at his missing index finger- 

 

Jordan: ymmuy 

 

-swallows- 

 

Jordan: i want to try justin 

 

-she climbs off the bed- 

 

Jc: JORDNA! 

 

Justin: Nuh uh. -backs away- 

 

Jordan: i'm hungry though 

 

Jc: just chew on me 

 

-Jordan grabs his hadn- 

 
Jordan: god even after eating two days ago i need my flesh 

 

-baties off his whole hand- 

 

Jordan: thanks 

 



-sits downt he chews- 

 

Chris: Um Laura can I talk to you privately? 

 

Jc: wow 

 

Laura: Sure. 

 

-jc looks at his nub- 

 

-they leave the room- 

 

Justin: oh damn thats gross 

 

Jordan: god this si good 

 

-a few minutes later Joey opends the door to see Chris and Laura 

makeing out- 

 

-Joey closes the door- 

 
Joey: Bout damn time he asked her. 

 

Jc: you know if you lose a limb it takes a while 

 

Justin: seriously? 

 



Lance: how long will finger be gone? 

 

Joey: look. -points 

 

Jordan with motuh full: for u about a few days 

 

Joey: That sucks. 

 

-Jordan stadna dn loks out eh window with jc's hand in her motuh- 

 

Jordan: i want that with lance 

 

Joey: Who would've thought it would be the couple that never wanted 

to get hitched that would be the first ones to tie the knot. 

 

Jordan: wait they are engasged? 

 

Joey: look at Laura's hand. 

 

Jordan; damn 

 
-lanc elooks at Jordan wide eyed- 

 

Lance di you just say what i think you did? 

 

Joey: Why do you think Chris wanted to talk to Laura privately? 

 



Justin: i heard it too 

 

Jordan:w aht did i say? 

 

jc: that you want to make out with lance 

 

Jordan: oh eyah 

 

-smiles and spits jc's hand tot eh floor- 

 

-she licks her lips and swaloows some of the skin- 

 

Justin: oht hats gross 

 

-jc's hand is all musle and blood- 

 

Jc: i lost a foot once and my toes. but not becasue of her 

 

-Jordan wlask voer to lance climbing on him- 

 

Lance: um.......... 
 

Jordan: vampire sex is fun 

 

-kisses hima d lance graons- 

 

-jc shuts the curtian when Jordan's shirt starts to go up- 



 

Jc: nothing to see yal 

 

Chris: What are you on abot  C? 

 

jc: Jordan and lance 

 

-moans- 

 

-Laura and Chris have just entered the room- 

 

Jc: vampire sex is fun 

 

Chris: Looks like they beat us to it. Oh well. We' ll be at a hotel soon 

enough. 

 

Jordan: oh my god 

 

Joey: Congrats you two. 

 

jc: oh boy she is a little loud 
 

lance: yummy 

 

Joey: Lemme get my camera! 

 

Jc: Jordan can't show up 



 

Jordan: vampire bats can't be seen through miorros and cameras. 

only jc luck basterd........ oh myg od 

 

Jc: don't think you just wnat o see lance 

 

Joey: Oh yeah that's right. 

 

Jc: and now int eh status you are in your blurry in them. full vampire 

can't be seen 

 

Jc: i've been able to hide so well 

 

Jordan: i've gotten god with a strightener! 

 

-she gasps- 

 

Justin: How are we going to explain at photoshoot? 

 

Jc: i said YOU ARE SEEN IN HUIMAN FORM. leanr to listen 

 
Justin: I know. 

 

Jc: half way blured and full you gone 

 

Justin: Okay. 

 



Jc: unserstadn yal? 

 

All: Yup 

 

-jc groans and sits down- 

 

Jc: god i'm going to be trianing yal. Jordan is the vampire bat. she'll 

teash you to fly 

 

Jordan: oh god lance the teeth feel good....................... 

 

Lance: so do yours 

 

Jc:w ant to know something weird? 

 

Inner Chris: This opens up some possiblilties Laura. 

 

Jc: the first orgn Jordan took off of someone was there dick 

 

Laura: What Jc? 

 
Joey: Wow......... 

 

Jc: want to know who? 

 

Chris: Do I want to know? 

 



Jc: probably not 

 

Lance: god do not do that to me 

 

Jordan:y uors will grow back, unlike that 'girl' 

 

Justin: guys the bus i hear. how do we hide what we look like? 

 

Pheonix: Nobody will notice. You can't go int ovamp from during the 

day. 

 

Jc: they are half and half dude! 

 

Jc: they don't know how to change 

 

Jordan:t eh sun will burn them bad 

 

Pheonix: Still. Nobody will notice. The media have been brided to keep 

thier distance and security is guarding this place like a fortress. As 

soon as the sun starts to set we'll get them out. 

 
Jordan: wear protection. burning doesn't feel good 

 

-Jordan climbs out- 

 

Jordan: i wnet thoguht this. just wear covering to cover all skina nd 

you'll get out 



 

-lance comes out flushed- 

 

Lance: okay.......... 

 

-Chris grabs his jacket and puts it on Laura- 

 

-lance nad justin cover up- 

 

Chris: I'll grab some more of my stuff later. 

 

-Chris throws on a blanket- 

 

-jeoy deos too and they head out- 

 

-they are slightly singed- 

 

Jc: ouch 

 

Laura: Owch. 

 
Jordan: you'll heal. see? 

 

-they lok a there skina dn see it healing- 

 

Chris: Good. I don't care waht happens to me but if anything 

happened to her then.... 



 

Jordan: drok 

 

dork 

 

Pheonix: Enough chatting. Lets roll out. 

 

-they head out and jc starts to explain how vampires work- 

 

-blah blah this blah blah that- 

 

Jc: get it? 

 

-they nod- 

 

-Jordan is hanging fromt eh ceiling- 

 

Jordan: i can do this now with out people lookigna t me funny! 

 

Jc: so can i! 

 
Joey: Good for y-Chris Laura get a hlod of yourselves! 

 

-he jumps upa dn attaches his hands and feet to the ceils and drops 

hanging rom his feet- 

 

Jordan: if yal try this you might break something. learn flying frist 



 

Joey: Not that! 

 

Jc:t his si the benifit of being over 300 years old 

 

Jordna: i know i can see them in plain sight 

 

Jc: just a warning to Mr. Timberlake who ahs that look in his eyes 

 

Joey: Points to the couch where Laura and Chris are violently 

makeing out and it looks like thier getting ready for some other stuff. 

 

Jordan: yummy 

 

-Jordan drosp downa dn grabs them both byt eh ears- 

 

Chris: No way Jordan. She's all mine. 

 

-she pulls them aprt and basicly ahdgs them inte ha ri- 

 

Jc: quit it 
 

Laura: Owoowowowowowowowowowow. 

 

Jordan: eyah 

 

Chris: owowowowowowowowowowow. 



 

-Jordan drops them ont eh ground- 

 

Jordan: now eveyrone ont eh top of the bus! 

 

-they obey- 

 

-Jordan opesn the window and climbs up follwoed by jc- 

 

Jordna: oaky now first yall need to transform 

 

Chris: Care to elaboreate? 

 

-the wind is blwoing but the have their balance. Jordan and jc do 

anyways- 

 

-justion falls- 

 

Justin: ow i think i busted a fang 

 

Chris: Stop complaining. 
 

Jordan: look upa dn watch me 

 

-Jordan curls upa dn wings come out. fangs grow longer. eyes more 

reda dn sinister. soon she is full blow vamp- 

 



Justin: Cool. 

 

Jc: go 

 

Jordna: tis really your body. head tells the body and it will do it its 

self. 

 

-Laura goes first- 

 

Jc: it comes natrually 

 

Laura: Yeah it is. 

 

Jc: good. chris 

 

-Chris and Joey follow- 

 

Jordan: lance na djuju 

 

-Lance goes and the Justin- 

 
Jc: ya got ti. soon you'll be able to do it like this 

 

-jc jumps off the bus intot eh air and transofrms, flying back tot eh 

bus and landing- 

 

Jordan: yeah i jsut did it slow for yal 



 

Justin: Wow. I look cool as a full vampire. 

 

Jc: now if you jump your going to probably................ 

 

Justin: Wheeeee! 

 

-justin jumped and fell down behind the bus, rolling ont eh ground- 

 

Justin: Ow. 

 

Joey: This is why we listen to teachers before we do the assigenment 

dude. 

 

Lance: smart 

 

Jordan: we warned you 

 

-Jordan groaned and popped her neck- 

 

Justin: wow 
 

-justin stood and popped his bones back into place. the bus rolled out 

of his sight- 

 

Jc: crap 

 



-Pheonix pulls the bus over- 

 

-justin comes a running- 

 

Justin: wait! i can't fly just yet! 

 

-soon he comes upa nd jumps on the bus- 

 

Justin: did i just do that? 

 

Chris: yup 

 

Jc: yeah. we are stong like that 

 

Laura: If only I had been turned when I was in school. I could've 

breezed right through gym. 

 

Jordan: i ran off. i never got to go to school back then 

 

Jc: not till when was it? 

 
Jordan: i can't remember. i'm still doing some stuff online 

 

Chris: Anyways lets get on with the lesson. 

 

Jc: okay so lets not pull a justina nd listen to Jordan. 

 



Jordan ee when jc first tried it he fell from a building. scared the crap 

out of some women near the bottom. thought he was killing himself. 

 

Laura: Wow. smooth. 

 

-Pheonix comes up on top of the bus- 

 

Pheonix: Mind if I assist with the lesson? 

 

Jordan: so................ 

 

Jordan: go ahead. you taught me 

 

-Jordan jumps upa nd down a few times- 

 

Jc: i thought you hated him? 

 

Jordan: i was under a spell or some curce i don't know but yeah 

 

Pheonix: First of all you nned to make sure your wings are extended 

at least halfway so that they can catch a little air. After that pump 
them up and down and up you should be lifting off the ground in no 

time at all. 

 

Jordan: like this 

 

-Jordan flexes her wings and starts to flap them- 



 

Pheonix: That's just basic flying. We'll deal with hovering and gildeing 

later. 

 

-soon she was rising off of the ground- 

 

Jc: soon ya can do this! 

 

-he jumps int eh air and does a ton of loop de loops and crap- 

 

Jc: i love to show off 

 

Joey: Cool 

 

Jordan: helps with catching prey 

 

-Laura flaps a bit and is soon flying a few feet above the ground- 

 

-Jordan flys higher and hovers in the air- 

 

-Chris follows her and the others soon join in- 
 

-Laura gets a little adventureous and flys higher- 

 

Jordan: watch this 

 



-she shoots intot eh air very high, then comes diving down holding 

out her claws- 

 

-she grabs a little rat or something and scans across the ground, 

puling up barly crashing- 

 

Jc: thats hunting 

 

-Jordan hlds her motuh open droping the rat in- 

 

Justin: Nice. 

 

Jordan: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

 

-Chris is distracted by something- 

 

Joey: Chris what the heck are yo-Oh I see. Nice underware Laura. You 

wear it or floss with it? 

 

Jordan: he 

 
Inner Laura: I should never have worn a skirt. 

 

Jordan: i once wore nothing! 

 

Jc: god the guys were so happy beofre you attacked them 

 



Jordan: i think i was drunk a little 

 

inner Jordan: i love reading peoples minds. where do you think your 

nightmares came from? 

 

-the others heard too- 

 

Jc: i knew it was you! 

 

Inner Laura: Just be glad I don't have a wooden stake! 

 

Jordan: that i am NOT sorry for 

 

Jordasn: you cant kill me like that! no one can kill a vampire with a 

wooden stake 

 

Inner Laura: Damn. 

 

inner Jordan: i can still torture you. watch this............... 

 

-Jordan stares at Laura and she starts to fall tot eh ground- 
 

Pheonix: I have some blood packs in the bus but those should only be 

used for times when we don't have the time or are just unable to get a 

hold of any food. 

 

Jc: Jordan............................. 



 

Chris: Laura! -he rocktets towards her and catches her- 

 

Jordan: thats one special gift i have. control over those weaker than 

me 

 

-Chris galres at Jordan- 

 

Jc: all teh bat vampires get sort of evil traits. 

 

Jordan: i have fun with it 

 

-Jordan slowly dives tot eh ground and lands, changing back- 

 

-jc follows- 

 

Chris: Don't ever pull that on her ever! I could feel her panicing! 

 

-Chris carries Laura back and changes back- 

 

Jc: she wouldn't of dided! 
 

Pheonix: I thought so. 

 

Justin: would have hurt like hell 

 

Jordan: you know i could have drove both of u intot eh ground. 



 

Jordan: i was the one who stopped her. 

 

Pheonix: He really does have a connection with her. 

 

Jc: oh yeah you have complete paower over ceritan matter 

 

Jc: like me and Jordan do 

 

Pheonix: It's complicated. 

 

Pheonix: I have control over fire. Among other things. My name 

should have given the fire part away. 

 

Pheonix: I can also identify other peoples powers. 

 

Jordan: i can mess with peoples minds 

 

Pheonix: Though i would advise against useing it unless absolutely 

nessecary. 

 
-Laura turns back and stands up- 

 

Jordan: i know i know 

 

-walks over to him- 

 



Jordan: i also think i can control animals 

 

Jc: you can 

 

-runs over- 

 

Jc: you played with that cat once? 

 

Jordan:t hat was funny as hell! 

 

Justin: Do tell. 

 

Jordan: pissed off at me again? 

 

inner Jordan: i can sence it............... 

 

Jc:myou don't want to know. poor cat 

 

Pheonix: what ever happens to either of you its not my fault 

 

Jc: oh don't chanlenge Jordan beck 
 

Laura: Who said I was going to. I'm pissed alright but I'm not stupid. 

 

Jordan: eyah even now you can't catch me off gaurd 

 



Pheonix: Laura could surpass you eventually Jordan all of them 

could. Try to stay on each others good sides. 

 

-jc nods- 

 

Jordan: i'm stronger than al of them! 

 

Jc: yeah some one told us that Jordan a very powerful being or it 

 

Pheonix: Remember they're just fledgelings now. But that could 

change once they mature as vampires. While yes you are powerful for 

you age Jordan you shouldn't let it get to your head. 

 

Jc: eyah! 

 

Jordna: oh shut it. i need some food 

 

Pheonix: Anyways that's enough lessons for today. 

 

-starts to run at a jog- 

 
Jc: yal need to feed though 

 

-Pheonix turns into his vampire form and takes off- 

 

-jc runs too- 

 



Chris: He's right. Lets go- 

 

Lance: why don't they just change? 

 

-the others change and take off- 

 

-they suddenly see jc transform in a cat-like being- 

 

Jordna: oh races huh? 

 

-Jordan falls to her hands and feet and runs with him fast but not in 

animals form- 

 

Jordan: jc can change into cat creatures! 

 

Inner Laura: Anmals forms? I though only Jordan could do that. 

 

-she yells up- 

 

Jordan: i was bitten by a bat! i have some animal in me but jc can 

only transform in thme 
 

Jordan: its a rare thing too 

 

-jc picks up his pace- 

 

-Laura shrugs and scans the area for food- 



 

-Jordan gets on her feet and spirnts next to him- 

 

Jordan: mine! 

 

-Jordan runs intot eh feild seeing a fox- 

 

Jordan: yum! 

 

-she suddenly changes and tackles the fox, bitting off its head- 

 

-jc howls- 

 

Jordan: shut up! 

 

she gets on ehr knees and drinks its blood- 

 

-Laura rolls her eyes. She sees a cattle farm not to far away- 

 

Laura: I found a buffet right over there! -she points- 

 
-jc runs ahead- 

 

-he jujmps and chanes flying next to lance- 

 

Chris and Becc fly to the cattle and dig in- 

 



Jc: come on 

 

Cow:- monotonely- moo. 

 

-Jordan coems wlaking intot eh feild later- 

 

Cow: Moo. 

 

Laura: Shut it. 

 

Chris: Even as a vamire you're a bottomless pit. 

 

Jordan: don't drink it all. we don't kill these 

 

Laura: Okay. On to the next one. 

 

Jordan: i killed the fox becasue i had to. don't ask 

 

Lance: uh-oh 

 

-he stadns, the cow is dying- 
 

Chris: Oops 

 

Justin: smooth move x-lax 

 

-Jordan skips over- 



 

Chris: Sorry. I was hungry. 

 

Jordan: dear god please take this animal into your arms and bless it 

 

-jc walks over laying its ahdns on his back- 

 

Jc: amen 

 

Jordan: well? 

 

Cow: Moo. 

 

Jordan: nto yuo. them! 

 

Chris: Again we're sorry. 

 

Pheonix: you all need to learn of these powers 

 

Jordan: you say amen dicks 

 
Lance: amen 

 

-they obey- 

 

-the cow dies- 

 



Jc: now dig it! 

 

-jc attakcs it followed by ordan- 

 

-Jordan just riped it to shreads- 

 

-Chris and Laura follow- 

 

Justin: I think I'll just stay here thanks. 

 

Laura: We should head to the bus now. 

 

Pheonix: ReLaura is right. 

 

-Jordan stadns, likcing ehr lips and walking- 

 

Jordan: i'll walk thanks 

 

-the others fly- 

 

Jordan: i might puke if i run 
 

-back at the bus- 

 

Jc: god Jordan can be just...................... 

 

Joey: Don't worry about her. 



 

Jc: you don't know her 

 

Pheonix: She's just strong willed. One of my most willful apprentices 

I've ever had. 

 

Jc: she can be good one minute and such a bitch another 

 

Jc: its like she doesn't know if she wants to be good or evil 

 

Pheonix: Are you sure it's not bipolar disorder? 

 

-jc sits and sighs- 

 

Jc: she is a vampire! she was so nice and great all the years i've 

known her before she was changed 

 

Jc: i guess the vampire part is evil, and she is good and they fight 

 

Pheonix: We are all vampires. She's a bat vampire. It's garunteed that 

the good and evil sides of her will fight each other for dominance. I'm 
suprised she's hled out this long. 

 

Pheonix: I've been around for about seven hundred years and belive 

me I've seen my share of our kindered go to the dark side when they 

were still fledgelings. 

 



-there is a scream- 

 

Chris: What the heck? 

 

Justin: What was that. 

 

-another yell- 

 

Jc: huh? 

 

-he looks out the window- 

 

Jc: i can't see. waht the fuck? 

 

pheonix: dear god! 

 

-he runs outside- 

 

Jc:w aht? 

 

Joey: Should we go out and see? 
 

Jc: why not 

 

-they go 

 

Pheonix: I should go first. 



 

-Pheonix leads- 

 

-another scream- 

 

Jordan ear god you monster! 

 

Pheonix: Who's there!? 

 

Jc: JORDAN! 

 

Jordan: don't come near 

 

Pheonix: Jordan! What's wrong!? 

 

-the fog fades and Jordan is ont eh ground missing limbs- 

 

Jordan:t is.............. 

 

-a wearwolf attacks her and she screams- 

 
Pheonix: Who could've done this to you? 

 

Jc: oh no! 

 

Jordan: no! 

 



Pheonix: There's my answer. 

 

-she struggles to get away but the wearwolf grabs her only leg- 

 

Jordan: no!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11 

 

Jc: Jordan! 

 

-runs out- 

 

-Pheonix goes into full vamp form and creates a ball of fire in his 

palm- 

 

Pheonix: STAY BACK! -he throws the fireball- 

 

-jc is surpounded by fog and can't see- 

 

Jc: god ordan please!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Jordan: HEKP ME............................... 

 
-it hits the wearewolf and it burns its fur- 

 

-the wearwolf rips off her leg and she screams again- 

 

-the wearwolf growls and wimpers- 

 



-the wearwolf runs out and jumps jc- 

 

Jc: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH! 

 

Jordan: JC! -in tears- 

 

-Pheonix's palms look as though they are ablase and he lunges 

forward onto the wearewolf- 

 

-she is losing blood and not regenerating- 

 

-jc gets away once they fight- 

 

Jc: where are you Jordan! 

 

-no reply- 

 

Jc: guys?! 

 

Jc: where are you all? 

 
Justin: We're right here! We've got Jordan. She's badly hurt! 

 

-jc runs blindly and finds them- 

 

Pheonix: I'm trying to get this beast off me! 

 



Jc: oh god! 

 

-all of ehr limbs are gone and her face is scratched- 

 

Jc: no no no 

 

-knees by her- 

 

Jordan: i'm not going to make it jc. it just found me a mile back i 

thought i could get away 

 

Jc: no please 

 

-he is in tears and holds her bloody body close- 

 

Jc: this is what kills us! 

 

Jordan: i'm.............. 

 

-she shakes more and starts to disinigrate- 

 
Lance: God please no. -he grabs Jordans stump and it looks like it's 

regenerateing all of a sudden- 

 

Jc: what the…? 

 



Pheonix: -throing aside the wearwolf carcass- I think Lace found his 

power. 

 

Jc: oh my god Jordan? 

 

Pheonix: Concentrate on healing her Lance, Put all you energy into it. 

 

-Lance concentrates hard and slowly Jordan starts to regerate- 

 

-she is soon fully there- 

 

Pheonix; You have far to many close calls Jordan. 

 

Jc: Jordan? 

 

-she opens her eyes fasta dn they are black- 

 

Jc: Jordan can you hear me? 

 

Justin: why are they black? 

 
Jc: phenix? 

 

Pheonix: This ison't good. Not in the least bit. 

 

-Chris steps defenseively in front of Laura- 

 



-Jordan gasps- 

 

Jc: waht do you mean? 

 

-jc loks at her- 

 

Pheonix: The wearwolf venom probably had an adverse effect. -looks 

at the smoldering carcass- Either way we need to bind her and get her 

to the nearest vampire accepting hospital and find an antidote. I've 

only seen this happen once and it didn't end well. The poor childe 

ended up in an asylum before dying of hunger. She was a nice girl. 

 

Jc: no! 

 

-Jordan growls and wimper, grabbing ahold oh lance's hand and 

clawing in deap- 

 

Lance: ouch! 

 

Pheonix: Stop panicking and help me get her secured. She could snap 

on us at any minute. We still have time so we need to hurry! 
 

-Pheonix grabs out a rope and binds Jordan with it- 

 

-they grab ahold oh her and she shuts her eyes shaking more- 

 

Jc: hold on Jordan please 



 

Jordan horsly: help..................... me......................... god 

 

Pheonix: Lance your healing powers might also have a calming effect. 

I need you to stay by her at all times. Jordan stay awake and stay in 

control. We're getting you to where you can get the help neccecary. 

 

-Jordan shakes and they can see her eyes changing to red and balck 

again- 

 

Jc: just hold on! 

 

-lance holds onto her and kisses her head- 

 

Pheonix: She's putting up a fight. That's good. 

 

Jordan: help -screams out with vampire teeth nearly bitting off 

lance's head- 

 

-Pheonix and the others change into thier vamp forms and fly to a 

nearby hospital- 
 

-Jordan goes into a blank stare and shakes- 

 

Pheonix: I know the woman who runs the place. She'll help us. 

 

-a brown haired woman runs out- 



 

Phenix: And right on time Jillian. 

 

Jillian: Hey Pheonix. You've got a case for me? 

 

Jordan: werawolf............... vampires need to die 

 

Pheonix; This girl. 

 

-her eyes change into wolfs- 

 

Jillian: Oh my shit! Hurry. Ther's not much time. 

 

Jc: oh god she's changing into one! 

 

Lance: fight jordna 

 

-Jordan growles- 

 

-Jillian pushes a botton on her belt and three other nurses run out 

and put some really strong straps around Jordan- 
 

Jc: i didn't know a vampire can change into a wearwolf. isn't it only 

the bats though? if i was attacked i'd die 

 

-jopradn starts to thrash- 

 



Jillian: Exactly. Dad told me about thses kinds of cases and what to do 

if one ever happend but I've never seen one myself. 

 

-Jordan starts tot ake form of a wolf slowly- 

 

Jordan: vampires die!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

-Jillinan takes some heavy duty tranquilizer and injects Jordan with 

it.- 

 

-Jordan howls adn thrashes more wanting free- 

 

Jc: oh god Jordan 

 

Jordan: ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh....... 

 

-she gasps- 

 

Lance: Jordan?! 

 

Jillian: This should keep her under control for a bit. Anna! Grab the 
anti-venom! 

 

-one of the nurses runs inside and comes out a few minutes later- 

 

-Jordan glares at beeca- 

 



Laura: I shuld go. 

 

inner Jordan: i can feel your fear, i'm hungry for you Laura 

 

-beck can't move- 

 

Inner Chris: If she so much as lays a hnd on her. 

 

inne rJordan: you should stay 

 

Inner Laura: NO! 

 

inner Jordan: you will die pretty and you will stay 

 

-Jordan's gazes deeper into Laura- 

 

Jillian: Damn she's targeted her first victem. 

 

inne rJordan: Laura you don't wan them to hurt me. stop them Laura 

 

Chris: LEAVE HER ALONE JORDAN! 
 

Laura: no no NO! 

 

inner Jordan: stop them Laura. save me they will kill me 

 

inne rJordan: SAVE ME I DON'T WANT TO DIE! 



 

-aNNA COMES OUT WITH THE ANTI VENOM- 

 

inner Jordan: stop her i will die! 

 

Jillian: Right on time. -she injects Jordan with it- 

 

-Jordan growles- 

 

Jordan: NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

inne rJordan: they've killed me....................................... 

 

-Jordan thrashes- 

 

-then stops- 

 

Jillian: It looks like it's working. 

 

-she goes extremly pale all over like she's been dead for a long time- 

 
-her eyes don't change but her features go into vampire shape- 

 

Jc: what about her eyes? 

 

Pheonix: thats not normal 

 

-Anna comes out with the antivenom-



Jillian: This is supposed to happen. If all goes well she should be fine 

withinh a couple of hours. 

 

Pheonix: Still it's unsettleing. 

 

Pheonix: her eyes though that only happens if........................ 

 

Pheonix: oh shit thats really rare.................. 

 

Jc: what? 

 

Pheonix: is it Jillian? 

 

Pheonix: that one boy remember? 

 

Jillian: Yes. He's the only recorded one other Jordan here of our kind 

to survive that much wearwolf venom. Her eyes will keep that color 

unless she is in human form. But she should be fine. Unlike the boys 

twin sister. Shame. Katie was such a sweet girl. 

 

Pheonix whispers into her ear: that boy is half and half. i know. we 
are quite good friends. you know he's int eh band............ 

 

Pheonix: only i know and now you. 

 

Jillian: Oh really. 

 



Pheonix: no joke 

 

Jillian: Oh yeah that's right. The McLean boy. He's a nice kid. He's had 

his share of poblems but he's doinf pretty well. He came to visit a few 

weeks ago. He brought a few of his friends with him. Nice kids all of 

them. Especially the carter boy. 

 

Lance/Jc: what are you two whispering? 

 

Justin: AJ? what does he ahve to do with this? 

 

Jordan: lance......................... 

 

-she growles but looks up at him- 

 

Jillian: He's the only other half wearwolf half vampire in existance. 

 

Jc: Jordan? 

 

Lance:w aht! 

 
Laura: I'm getting out of here! 

 

-She flys off- 

 

Justin: no way hes a............... 

 



Jillian: It's true. 

 

Jordan: becc wiat...................... 

 

Jillian: I'm suprised that girl managedto resist you. 

 

-Jordan breaks the harnesses off of her- 

 

Jordan: ow i hav4e a needle in me 

 

Jillian: Yup. You needed it girly. 

 

-pulls is out of her stomach and chucks it- 

 

Jordan: i'm confused.............. my head hurt 

 

Jillian: Wearwolf venom. You nearly killed everyone here. And you 

used your mind control powers to try and use that girl to your benifit. 

Though something tells me she was inended to be your first victem. 

 

Pheonix: You are incredibly lucky. 
 

Jordan: it is always Laura. waiot i do i want to eat all of you now but 

can resiste? 

 

Jordan: i want to eat all of you now 

 



Jillian: It's a common side effect. 

 

Jillian: You still have some of the wearwolf veonom in your 

bloodstream. You'll still have some wearwolf abilities but the wanting 

to eat us feeling will pass within a couple of days. At any rate we need 

you to stay here for examining. You'll have to stay the night. 

 

-The three nurses lead Jordan to a hospital room. Jillian picks up the 

phone and dials a number- 

 

Jillian: Hello?.....Yes good evening AJ......I'm doing well thank 

you......Listen I'm sorry if I'm calling you at a bad time but do you 

think you could come down here as soon as possible? ....Like by 

tomarrow moring.........Really?......That's great.......We'll see you 

then.......Thank you so much......Bye. 

 

-meanwhile Laura flys to the bus and curls up in a ball Chris soon 

joins her.- 

 

Chris: Laura it's okay. They have her under control now. 

 
Laura: I could have killed all of you. 

 

Chris: But you didn't. That's the important part. It'll be alright. 

 

Laura: I hope so. 

 



Chris: Trust me I know so. -kisses her hard- 

 

-insert makeout scnene- 

 

Laura: The other's will be wondering where we are. 

 

Chris: Yeah. I asked one of the nurses and they said that wearwolf 

attacks are actually pretty common here. But not with vampires 

since vampires have figured out how to avoid them. 

 

Laura: Really? Wow. We should be heading back now. 

 

Chris: It's not like anyone's going to noitce. 

 

Laura: True. 

 

Chris: We need to get some energy out don't we. 

 

Laura: Yeah. 

 

-Laura slips her skirt shirt and thong off. Chris takes off his shirt 
underware and jeans and rips off Laura's bra- 

 

-Laura goes down and sucks Chris hard. Once he's good and hard he 

puses Laura downa and puses into her.- 

 

Laura: Damn Chris you weren't kidding. 



 

-they just stay there fucking for a good two and a half hours cumming 

at least twice at the same time- 

 

Chris: That felt good. 

 

Laura: Yeah. 

 

Chris: I'll call the others and let them know where we are. 

 

Laura: I don't really feel like going back there. 

 

Chris: You don't need to be scared of Jordan Laura. I'l be there to 

protect you. No amtter what. 

 

Laura: That's good to know. 

 

Chris: -looks at the ring he gave Laura- When should it happen? 

 

Laura: Let's not worry about that right now.  

 
Chris: Yeah. -he picks up his cell and calls Joey- 

 

Joey: Hey Chris. 

 

Chris: Hey. Laura and I are back at the bus. 

 



Joey: Glad to hear. We'll see you guys later. 

 

Chris: Later-hangs up- 

 

Joey: Bye -hangs up- 

 

-three hours later Aj arrives. 

 

-Laura and chris come tot eh hsopital despite Laura;'s prtests- 

 

Laura: Hey guys. 

 

Chris: come on beccca 

 

-joradn is alseep- 

 

Laura: I don't want to get eaten! 

 

-Jordan howls slightly- 

 

-Laura jumps back- 
 

Jc: aj i never knew. what centry are you from anyways? 

 

AJ: The ninteenth. 

 

AJ: I was a union sloidier. 



 

Jc: i'm older =D 

 

Jc: wow thats sort of cool 

 

AJ: Yeah I got to see Linclon give the Ghettysburg address. 

 

Jc: i heard about that. i was in london during the war between britan 

an the us 

 

Jc: scary as hell 

 

AJ: Cool 

 

Jordan: wearwolf! 

 

-she shoots up sweating and hissing with fangs- 

 

AJ: Yeah yeah I know now can it. 

 

-Laura hides behind Chris- 
 

Jordan: what? AJ mclean? backstreet boys man? 

 

inner Jordan: i want Laura............................ 

 

AJ: The very man. 



 

-Laura hears- 

 

inner jrodan: huh? waht the? 

 

Inner Laura: No way! 

 

Jordan: um................. i'm goign to sleep now! 

 

-hides and sucks in ehr fangs- 

 

Jc: Jordan he's just like you 

 

Jordan: huh? how did i not know? what centry? 

 

inner Jordan: i need Laura............ 

 

AJ: Nineteenth. 

 

Jordan: no i don't need her! 

 
Jordan: he i'm older! 

 

Inner Laura: What so you can eat me!? 

 

Jc: you don't need who? 

 



inner Jordan: i want to eat her........ she looks so delightlyful 

 

Jordan: no i don't get out of my head! 

 

Laura: That's it I'm leaveing. 

 

-Jordan shakes her head violently and hisses- 

 

Chris: No you're not! 

 

Jc: Jordan are you okay? 

 

-He hold onto Laura- 

 

Jordan: i want you Laura.............. 

 

-she grins at Laura- 

 

Jordna: NO! go away! 

 

Jillian: That should fade within a few days. 
 

Jc: aj can you elabrate about her? 

 

Jordan: waht is happeneing to me? 

 



AJ: When I became a vampire it wasn't much of a change from my 

normal life. I was a bit of a night owl and I had a bit of a foness for 

drink. My sister was the one thing that kept me grounded. But in 

1930 a wearwolf attacked us. Miraculously we survived. 

 

-Jordan arches her back howling. she drops back ont eh bed and has 

wide eyes staring at the ceiling- 

 

AJ: My sister went insane though. Picture whathappened to you only 

100 times worse. 

 

Jordan: um............. 

 

-twitches and arches her back again- 

 

Jordan:w aht is.................. happening? 

 

AJ: Thankfully that didn't happen to you because you got the antidote 

just in time. 

 

AJ: You're a wearwolf vampire crossbreed. 
 

Jordan: wearwolfs can't control themselves. i'll hurt 

poeple...................... 

 

-Jordan howls and falls tot eh bed crying- 

 



Jordna: it hurts 

 

Jc: calm down Jordan. 

 

AJ: You'll learn to control it. I did. 

 

Jc: is she like changing or what? 

 

AJ: In a way yes. 

 

AJ: Shell need to learn how to control that beast side of her. 

 

-Jordan howls and claws come out of her hands- 

 

jordna: ouch! 

 

-she cries out in a howl slash scream- 

 

AJ: Jillian we need more anivenom and tranquilizer. 

 

Jillian: On it. 
 

Jordan: i want Laura! 

 

Jc: Jordan? 

 

-Jillian mixes the liquids into a cocktail and injects Jordan with it.- 



 

Jordan: ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

 

-she sighs and groalwes- 

 

Jc: damn 

 

Jillian: Like AJ said we need to be giving her these every few hours 

until we have it under control. 

 

Lance: god is she going to be herself anymore? 

 

inner Jordan: Laura? Laura dearest come closer 

 

-Laura stats to move closer- 

 

Chris: Laura? 

 

AJ: Eventually.  

 

-Jordan is staring at Laura in a daze- 
 

Laura: No no no no! 

 

inner Jordan: Laura come here darling i won't hurt you 

 

Chris: Laura! 



 

inner Jordan: Laura COME NOW! 

 

-Chris runs up to Laura ns pulls her back- 

 

-Laura struggles against her mind- 

 

Laura: No! 

 

inner Jordan: fight Laura come now 

 

Laura: I won't! 

 

Laura: Chris help me! 

 

Chris: Leave her alone Jordan! 

 

AJ: Get a hold of yourself Jordan! 

 

INNER JORDAN: CHRIS..................... 

 
-chris stopps and feels a pull to her- 

 

inner Jordan: thats it come ehre baby 

 

Inner Chris: STAY THE FUCK OUT OF MY HEAD! 

 



inne rjrodan: chris....... Laura.............. 

 

-AJ slaps Jordan's face- 

 

-Jordan's eyes are watering and she shakes a little like she is crying- 

 

AJ: Snap out of it! 

 

inne rjrodan: help me........ it hurts........................ 

 

-joradn stops and freazes- 

 

inner Jordan: ow.................... 

 

-AJ stares deep into Jordan's eyes- 

 

Jordan: where am i? 

 

AJ: Leave them be. 

 

Jordan: yes................. master 
 

AJ: You're in a hospital. Being treated for wearwolf bite. 

 

-satres att eh ceiling- 

 

AJ: Good. -he sits back down- 



 

Jordan: as ytou say master 

 

Jc: um................ aj? 

 

AJ: What. 

 

Lance: why is she calling you master? 

 

AJ: She and I have similar mind control powers. 

 

AJ: Don't worry it'll wear off in a few minutes. 

 

Lance: okay 

 

-Jordan blinks and soon shakes her head- 

 

Jordan: dude what the hell ahppened? i have an erge to eat chris and 

Laura 

 

-Jordan closes her eyes- 
 

AJ: You'd better not. 

 

Jordan: when will this stop? will it ever? 

 

AJ: Eventually. 



 

AJ: The venom just needs time to wear off. 

 

Jordan: i like..... keep having black outs. i suddenly forget everything 

that has ahppened adn......................... 

 

Jordan: i need to know 

 

Jordan:t eh new moon. what will ahppen?a nd full moons? 

 

lance: its going to be okay baby 

 

-holds her hadn gently- 

 

AJ: For us you'll just turn into a harmless puppydog. Like me. 

 

AJ: You'll basically be a vampire that turns into a dog every now and 

then 

 

Chris: All I know is that I don't want her anywhere near Laura or me 

until she gets herself under control 
 

Jordan: dog meaning wearwolf? 

 

AJ: Pretty much. But Like I said you'll be harmless. 

 

Jordan: but my frist time............. i'm going to be dangerous right? 



 

-Jordan blinks and her eyes are the green gold type again- 

 

AJ: The first time you might want to stay here or at least some place 

secure. But after that you'll be fine. 

 

Jordan: but if i understadn it, everyone is different. you never know i 

may become like evil or somthing. you are the first and i'm apperntly 

the second 

 

AJ: Actually I'm the tenth and you're the eleventh. All the other ones 

are dead. 

 

AJ: And all of them stayed on the good side. 

 

Jordan: what!? 

 

Jordan: i thoguht you were............................ 

 

AJ: You heard me. 

 
Justin: what do you mean dead? 

 

AJ: Nothing in this world lasts forever. Even if vampires are 

immortal wearwolves arent. Mind you you'll still be immortal. But the 

thing is that wearwolves don't care weathoer or not a person is a 



human or a hlaf breed of them. If you're not wearwolf then you're fare 

game for them. 

 

AJ: In other words most of then died in the susal way that vampires 

do. 

 

AJ: The only one that didn't die in that way was killed by the vampire 

council. -a look of sadness goes across AJ's face- 

 

AJ: My sister. 

 

Jordan: oh yeah................ but i thought she died of hunger? 

 

Jc: i thoguht you were out then? or somewhat? 

 

Jordna: i'veread up dorkus 

 

Jillian: Millie went insane from starvation and went beserk. She 

attacked a vampire settlement. One of the Hoovervilles back then. 

The vampire council had to take immideate action. 

 
Jordan: oh. WAIT I REMEMBER THAT! 

 

Jillian: My dad was one of the vampires on duty that day. 

 

Jc: god me and Jordan were so sad then. and scaryed as hell we 

stayed out of the area for a while 



 

Jillian: I was too. My mom and dad wouldn't let me near New York for 

a while after that. 

 

Jordan: ir emember going through that town. hung out witha  few 

people, a very nice place. 

 

Jordan: he, its the place i lost my virginity 

 

Jc: oh god ONLY YOU. 

 

Jillian: Ohh. Do tell. 

 

-Jillian grins- 

 

Jordan: ti was some guy of cource. can't really remember 

 

Jc: no im thought you lost it to some woman 

 

Jillian: Not like ti really matter anyways. As long as it was good. 

Right girly? 
 

Jordan: um.............................. 

 

-Jordan twitched- 

 

Jillian: Oh boy. 



 

Laura: Not again. 

 

Jordan: yeah raped. but i killed him. god the vampire coucile got on 

my back about that one 

 

-Jordan twitched againa nd her eyes became red like fire- 

 

Jc: breath Jordan 

 

Jillian: I remeber that case. The son of a bitched deserved it hun. 

Don't worry. 

 

Jordan: he i rememeber ripping his head off and tearing him to 

shreads. god, i can still feel teh addrenaline 

 

Jillian: Jenette and Terese were some of the vamps that stood up for 

you there. 

 

Jillian: Anyways visting hours are over. Jc Aj if you two want to stay 

you can but everyone else needs to go until tomarrow. 
 

Jordan: oh yeah hpw are they anyways? 

 

Lance: god damn it 

 

Jillian: They're good. 



 

-Jordan pulled him over and kissed him- 

 

Jordan: go so i don't want ot eat you next =D 

 

God: Stop talking about me! 

 

Jc: yeah she'll just threaten her brother 

 

Lance: okay. Night babe 

 

-kisses her againa nd Jordan sighs- 

 

-they leave- 

 

Jc: okay guys................ 

 

Laura: Yeah? 

 

Jc: nothing i was speaking about those two 

 
-points at lance na dJordan- 

 

Laura: Ah. 

 

Lance: going now 

 



-Joey and Justin are waiting outside- 

 

-pulls away and walks out after Laura- 

 

Jordan: yummyful. i bite his tongue 

 

Laura: Um..about Jillian? 

 

Pheonix: Yes? 

 

Laura: She mentioned her dad being a member of the vampire 

council. 

 

Pheonix: Ah that. Jillian was born a vampire. 

 

Chris: Huh? 

 

Pheonix: I'll explain then okay. 

 

Laura: Okay. 

 
-in the bus- 

 

Pheonix: You may have noticed that since you became a vampire you 

haven't been mensturateing. 

 

Laura: Yeah. 



 

Pheonix: Well that doesn't mean you can't reproduce. It's incredibly 

hard for vampire to have kids in the traditional sense but on occasion 

it does happen. Just because you haven't been haveing your period 

dosen't mean your barren for all eternity. Jillian is an example. The 

vampire population is only about ten thousand at this point in time. 

Only about one thousand are bloodline vampires. 

 

Justin: that means we stil need to use a condom. can a woman who 

isn't a vampire have a vampire's kid? 

 

Pheonix: Those are vampires that are basically clans that have been 

reproduceing in that sense for gererations. They don't need to bite 

peole unless they want to. 

 

Pheonix: Yes. That's why you still want to be careful when engaeing in 

sexual activity with human females. 

 

Pheonix; For vampire couples the chance is one in ten thousand so I 

wouldn't count on any baby bumps showing up. 

 
Chris: Thats a relief. 

 

Laura: Yeah but it means that my parents will still be able to nag me 

about "bearing an hier to the comapny" 

 



Chris: Oh yeah that's right. We still need to tell people about that. -

looks at the ring- 

 

Pheonix: Well that's enough sex ed for tonight. We're all tired. And 

you all have a performance tomarrow night. Try to get some sleep. 

 

Chris: Pheonix is right. We'll call people tomarrow morning. We 

should call it a night. -he and Laura head to the bunks- 

 

Joey: I'm heading for the sack too. 

 

Justin: Right behind ya. 

 

Lance: Ditto. 

 

-a few hours later a high pitched scream is heard from a woman- 

 

-and not Jordan- 

 

Laura: What the hell!? 

 
-Laura bolts awake and looks out the window- 

 

Joey: the screams need to stop already 

 

-she sees nothing but another scream and howling is heard- 

 



Pheonix: I'll go and have alook. 

 

Inner Pheonix: Something tells me Jordan got loose. Either that or 

the wearwolves are out for revenge. 

 

Jordan: my pretty! 

 

-howls- 

 

-Pheonix goes out and gets a fireball ready- 

 

Jc: oh god! 

 

Pheonix: Damn. 

 

-runs intot eh building- 

 

Pheonix: I hope that wasn't Jillian screaming. 

 

-they go into Jordan's room- 

 
-Jordan is cowering int he corner eyes glowing- 

 

-she howls lightly scared- 

 

Pheonix: Jordan. What happened. 

 



-whimpering sort of- 

 

-the light turns on thatnks to jc- 

 

-Jordan is full wolf and there is a pile of dust and bones on the floor- 

 

-from a vampire- 

 

Pheonix: Did you kill Jillian? 

 

-Jordan howls and stadn up on her paws- 

 

-she growles- 

 

AJ: god i couldn't..... she hurt me................ 

 

Pheonix: I'll take that as a yes. 

 

-aj stumbles over hurt- 

 

Pheonix: Get ot the next room AJ. 
 

AJ: jullian was trying to dose her and i was asleep. Jordan tricked her 

and attacked her, eating most of ehr. wheni woke it was too late and 

she threw me agaisn tthe wall 

 



Pheonix: Tell all other staff members to lock the place down. Level 

four. 

 

-Jordan grolews ready to jump but screams in pain- 

 

Pheonix: Stay down Jordan. 

 

-she falls tot eh ground and starts to change back- 

 

jc: thats got to hurt 

 

-Jordan is half way through- 

 

Jordan: god save me! 

 

-Jordan is on teh floor twitching, clothes ripped and she is sweaty- 

 

Pheonix: It's alright Jordan. 

 

Jordan: dear god please save me from hurting the innocent my ass 

 
-twitches and howls in pain- 

 

-her leg is bleeding- 

 

Pheonix: Jordan calm yourself! 

 



Jc: Jordan! 

 

-run over an dlooks at her leg- 

 

Pheonix: Anna! Grab some bandages! 

 

Jc: Jordan breath and calm down. do you remember what happened? 

 

Jordan: jullian was about to dose me. i grabbed her and i bite her head 

eating it. aj....... he attacks me and i hurt him...... -she is in tears- i ate 

jullian and she.................. she disinigrated and i felt some control. i 

put myslef...... -shakes and cryes out- I COULD FEEL GOD AND THE 

DEVIL FIGHTING WITHIN ME! 

 

jc: calm down. pheonix are you going to have to................. 

 

-jc has a few tears in his eyes- 

 

Pheonix: You mustn't blame yourself. 

 

-Anna comes in with bandages- 
 

Jc: your going to ahve to kill her 

 

Jordan: by the power of god......... 

 

-she is mumbling and dazing in and out- 



 

Anna: Please no. My sister knew there were risks with this job. Jillian 

knew what she was doing. 

 

Jordan: the devil killed her............. i didn't 

 

Jordan: i tryed to stop myslef 

 

-she gaspes and her eyes go wide whe they toush her wound- 

 

Anna: We know. You mustn't blame yourself. 

 

Jc: Jordan breath 

 

Jc: pheonix answer me! 

 

Pheonix: There is something we can do... 

 

Jc: she is sentence to death then................... god i can't lose my sister 

 

-Jordan is sweating and twitching. jc covers her chest- 
 

Pheonix: It's an extremely risky procedure. But I think that the 

council will allow it. 

 

Jc: at what cost?! 

 



Pheonix: She could die. 

 

Pheonix: But at this point what other choice do we have? 

 

-Jordan grabs a the bed pulling her self upa nd gasping- 

 

Jordan: if i am to die for the devil possesing my..... controling me a 

way i could not stop then........... 

 

Jordan: i'll accept the concequences. 

 

Jc: jorda no! 

 

Pheonix: What it is is basically an exorcisim. 

 

Jordan: i tryed but i couldn't stop myself. if i am to die then so be it 

 

Pheonix: Kill the evil side. 

 

-she is cryin- 

 
Jordan: you don't understadn man 

 

Jordan: i am half wearwolf half vampire. i still haven't -gasp- 

controled my wearwolf side yet. i'm weak and have been struggling 

with evil most of my vampire years. this act...... this wouldn't of 

happened if i was struggling int eh first palce. 



 

AJ: the wearwolf her killed jillan. Jordan had to control over that 

 

had no control 

 

Pheonix; That's why I'm saying we have to try this. 

 

Pheonix: Destroy the wearwolf side of her. 

 

Pheonix: The only reason we didn't try this on your sister all those 

years ago was because she was to far gone. But I think with Jordan 

we still stand a chance. 

 

Pheonix: Everyone take a step back. 

 

I think your computor glitched again 

 

Jordan: it not....................... 

 

jc pulls awaya nd Jordan falls tot eh ground passed out- 

 
Jc: god i can't lose you 

 

Pheonix: -He places one hand on Jordan's chest and one on her 

forehead- Oh please I beg of you god cast out this evil that has 

poisoned this kindred. 

 



-Pheonix's palms start to glow- 

 

-Jordan gaspa nd growles- 

 

-her eyes open wide- 

 

Jc: hold shit you weren't kidding! 

 

Pheonix: GET OUT OF HER BEAST! 

 

-jc leans agaisnt the wall- 

 

-Jordan gasps againa nd sturggles like she can't breath- 

 

Pheonix: OH WE BEG OF YOU GOD CAST OUT THIS FOUL BEAST 

FROM OUR BELOVED KINDRED! 

 

Jc: no your killing her! 

 

Anna: He has to do this! Jordan is a fighter. She'll be alright. -Though 

you can tell from her voice she's worried- 
 

Pheonix: BEGONE BEAST! 

 

-Jordan gasp and struggles to breath- 

 

jc: NO DON'T!!!!!!! 



 

inner Jordan: he is killing me.............................. 

 

Jc:y uor killing her! 

 

pheonix: that isn't ehr talking! 

 

-Pheonix grits his teeth and a blast of energy comes from his palms. a 

blood crudleing howl is heard- 

 

inner Jordan: there is no beast he is killing me............... 

 

-jc just cries- 

 

Jordan: no!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

-Jordan lies plae and still- 

 

AJ: UM................ what happened? 

 

Pheonix: Please god. Tell me I did the right thing, 
 

-Jordan twitches- 

 

Pheonix; Well hopefully the beast is dead. 

 

Pheonix: I only hope the good Jordan is still alive. 



 

-Jordan opens her eyes still with green and grold rimmeb- 

 

Pheonix: Oh god please no. 

 

Jordan: where am i? 

 

AJ: Jordan? 

 

Jordan: aj mclean. long time no see. your hurt 

 

Anna: You're in a hospital a few miles from Los Angles. 

 

Jordan: waht happened? 

 

AJ: Um...Yeah. 

 

Pheonix: Wearwolf. 

 

Jordan: who hurt you? 

 
Jc: Jordan try to remember anything 

 

-jc knees by her- 

 

Anna: I'll take Jillian'a ashes back to mum and dad. They'll want 

them. 



 

-Jordan goes wide eyed- 

 

Jordan: i.................................. 

 

Anna: You didn't do it. 

 

-she strats to tear up- 

 

Anna: You are not to blame. It was the wolf. 

 

Jordan: it was me................ my body.............. my claws....................... 

 

Anna: But it wasn't you. 

 

-Jordan howls and cries out in sadness- 

 

Jordan: it still is me! 

 

-she cries loud and hard- 

 
Jordan: i'm a murderer 

 

-jc holds her- 

 

Anna: You are no murderer. You never intended to kill Jillian. It was 

the beast.  



 

Jordan: what beast? 

 

AJ: she still is half and half. 

 

AJ: did you thinkt he beast was the wearwolf? 

 

Pheonix; Who knows. But it's gone now. 

 

Jordan: how do you know? i still feel just as bad 

 

Anna: Jillian and I have already forgiven you. We all have. 

 

Jc: are you going to ahve to try her as a vampire? 

 

Pheonix: I don't think so. 

 

-Jordan gaps and falls ot eh ground, shaking- 

 

AJ: dose her now! 

 
Pheonix: I felt the beast dissapear. 

 

jc: calm down jordna 

 

-he puts his hand on ehr head- 

 



-Anna rushes over and gives her a dose- 

 

jc: please god bring this creature peace 

 

-Jordan sighs- 

 

Jordan: peace.................. 

 

s-eh falss asleep with a smile and jc laguhs- 

 

Jc: i feel so much better now. i think this si the last time you'll ahve to 

dos her 

 

AJ: i can feel it too 

 

Pheonix: I hope so. 

 

Pheonix: The air is so much lighter. Can you smell it? 

 

-jc picks up Jordan, laughing- 

 
Jc: dude her breast have been showing this whole time! 

 

Anna: Well we should still keep her here for another twenty four 

hours. Just as a precaution. 

 

-Pheonix falls over- 



 

Pheonix: That took alot out of me. I'm afraid I might end up sleeping 

here for the night. 

 

AJ: she ahs a nice body 

 

-Pheonix goes unconsious- 

 

Jc: don't try it dude. lance ahs her 

 

AJ: fooy 

 

-the next day- 

 

Laura: That was really intense. 

 

Joey: Yeah we heard shouting and then a blast of light and then this 

chilling howl. 

 

Chris: And Nix is still out cold. 

 
Justin: So anyways is Jordan going to be okay? 

 

Anna: Yes. We expect her to make a full recovery. 

 

Lance: That's a relief. 

 



-Jordan purrs- 

 

Lance: waht the? 

 

Jc: AJ? 

 

AJ: She's happy. 

 

Anna: As soon as she wakes up she can go. 

 

Jc: i didn't know wolfs can purr 

 

AJ: They can. -grins- 

 

Lance: and how is Jordan? 

 

jc: she sleeping. finally at peace 

 

-lance lies down next to her and pets her head- 

 

Lance: i'm glad. is she still............. ya know............ 
 

AJ: yeah she is 

 

Chris: will she quit wanting to eat me? AND QUIT TEASING Laura?! 

 

Anna: With any luck 



 

-a few hours later- 

 

Jordan: lance? 

 

lance: your awake baby 

 

Jordan: yeah? you heard huh? 

 

Lance: yeah. its gonna be okay. 

 

-he kisses her forehead- 

 

Jordan: i know. i know. 

 

-Jordan kisses his lip and they lie ont heir sides- 

 

Lance: i love you Jordan 

 

Jordan: i love you too Lance 

 
-lance kisses her neck and Jordan sighs. lacne moves up to her ear 

and down back to ehr lips- 

 

Jordan: lance........... -she sighs and kisses him back- 

 

Lance: i want you to feel good, always 



 

-lance ran his hand downa dn smiled- 

 

Jordan: they never gave mclothes. they ripped 

 

Lance: i don't care. 

 

-lance flet a breast and Jordan giggled- 

 

Jordan: i usually don't do that! 

 

Lance: mmmmmmmmmmm 

 

-he moves down the rolled her onto her back 

 

Lance: yummyful 

 

-lance kissed her chest and licked her nipple- 

 

-lance sucked on it, making it hard and he moved across to the other 

one- 
 

Jordan: god lance................... 

 

-lance moved his hadn down ehr doy and stopped on her stomach- 

 

Lance: whats this? 



 

-lance looked down to see s scratch- 

 

Jordan; AJ. he tried tos top me. he got my leg. 

 

-lance kissed the scar and Jordan giggled- 

 

Jordan: that tickles..................... 

 

-lance ripped Jordan's gown completly away. Jordan gasped- 

 

Lance:t here we go 

 

-Jordan pushed her gown completly off and lance rubber her clit- 

 

Jordan: oh my god at least we are alone 

 

-lance dipped his tongue into ehr belly button and moved over to her 

hip- 

 

-he sucked on it lightly, pushing Jordan's legs apart- 
 

-lance groans when he feels her wetness and slips his fingers inside 

her- 

 

Lance: my god your so tight baby 

 



Jordan: lance..... lance......... fuck 

 

-lance moves down and sucks her pusy. jodan gasps and moans. lance 

moves his fingers fast inside of her and Jordan is clsoe- 

 

Jordan: i'm so close baby 

 

Lance: here then 

 

-lance cralws up her body. Jordan undoes his belt bukle and opens his 

jeans. she pushes them down enough letting his cock free- 

 

Lance: ahhhhhhhh 

 

-Jordan spreads her legs wider and lance pushes inside- 

 

Lance: god your so tight and wet 

 

Jordan: ey lance............ fuck me 

 

-lance moved ina nd out of ehr. Jordan groans and moans. they get a 
little loude and lance kisses her to cover them up- 

 

Jordan: gonna cum! 

 

-Jordan orgasms and she shakes. lance holds her downa dn cums 

inside of her. he doesn't pull out yet- 



 

Lance: my god.............. that felt so good 

 

Jordan: i know. i love you lance. 

 

-lance pulls out and kisses Jordan. they make out on the bed. lance 

loses the rest of his clothing and Jordan rides him. mid-way through 

jc looks throught eh door to check ont hema dnquickly walks downt 

eh hall ignoring them. Jordan lies on lance's damp chest. he pets her 

head and the door opens. tis everyone- 

 

-lance pulls the sheet up to cover Jordan mroea dn grins- 

 

Pheonix: Have fun you two? 

 

Jordan: lots 

 

-Jordan kisses lance's chest- 

 

Laura: Good. At least someone's not stressing out. 

 
Lance: she nice and relaxed 

 

-lance wraps his arms around ehr- 

 

Laura: Again glad to see someone is. 

 



AJ: damn you both have a nice body 

 

Joey: Orgey anyone? 

 

lance/Jordan: thank you 

 

lance: and no thnkas 

 

-he grins when Jordan nods for it- 

 

Jordan: okay if lance doesn't then maybe not............. 

 

Pheonix; No thank you. I'll be in my room. 

 

-she rolls off of him and lies next to him, pulling the sheet up over her 

chest just barly- 

 

-lance runs his ahdn through Jordan's ahri, pulling it out of ehr face- 

 

Laura: Well anyways I'll be makeing more phone calls. -growls 

exasperatedly and goes back to the phone- 
 

Joey: Chris and Laura have been announceing the engaement to 

friends and family members all morning. They're going to make it 

public at the end of the tour. 

 

lance: goody 



 

Justin: Laura's parents apparently own two huge companies and this 

wedding is going to be a huge ordeal for her because her parents 

wantto know if  

 

Justin: If Chris will be takeing over the comapny when her dad hands 

it over and when they can be expecting an hier. 

 

Joey; So basically Laura's stresing about getting her mom and dad to 

shut up. 

 

Jordan: i'll take care of them......... if you know what i mean 

 

Laura: Do not lay a hand on them! 

 

-a few hours later- 

 

Chris: Well my mom seemed to handle it well. She seemed kinda 

shocked but other than that... 

 

Pheonix; Don't forget you still have to finish the final half of the tour. 
All of the recent events that have happened have caused a ton of 

rescheduled concerts. 

 

Joey: Yeah. Four more months on the road. 

 

-Jordan dna lance are dressed0- 



 

Justin: So now that we're vampires...What are we going to do? With 

the rest of our lives that is? I mean we've pretty much got forever. 

What are we planning on doing after the tour? 

 

Jc: what we've been planning this whole time 

 

Jc: it doesn't change anything 

 

Jordan: eyah. we've been like this for hundreds of years ya know 

 

Chris: We only changed about a month agop. 

 

Chris: Well we should probably start working on a new album 

 

Justin: Yeah. 

 

 

 

-the others are in the bus discussing thier plans for the future- 

 
Chris: I already have some ideas for our next album. 

 

-Jordan is chewing her nails- 

 

Joey: Everything okay Jordan? 

 



Jordan: i don't know... 

 

Joey: We've known you long enough to know that when you bite your 

nails somethings up. 

 

Jordan: do the other memebers of the b-boys know AJ is a yah know... 

 

-Jordan bites her finger and whimpers- 

 

Jordan: ouch 

 

-Pheonix has woken up and is listening to the other's conversation- 

 

Pheonix: Yes they know. 

 

Pheonix: They've sworn to secrecy. 

 

-sucks on her finger. the odd thing is Jordan has one wolf eye and the 

other is vampire- 

 

Justin: noe thats freaky as hell 
 

Jordan: can we tell them we are ya know..................... 

 

Joey: they'd feel left out probably 

 

Pheonix: They already know. 



 

justin mimiking nick: "but i want to be like justin!" 

 

Pheonix: Again they've been sworn to secrecy. 

 

Jordan: who ever wants to be like you? 

 

-Jordan puts her head in chris's lap- 

 

Pheonix: Mr. Carter was actually a little unnearved by the whole 

ordeal. 

 

Pheonix: Thankfully Mr. Richardson was able to calm him down and 

Mr. Littral managed to calm the others down. 

 

Jordan: yeah i thinks he cute 

 

Justin: You think everyone is cute. 

 

Jordan: not really. your as ugly as ever 

 
Justin: Hey. 

 

Jc: first time she met you she commented on how she wanted to rip 

off your face and maybe you would look better that way 

 

-Jordan chuckled and bite her other finger- 



 

Jordna: god damn it! 

 

-Justin pouts like a little kid- 

 

Pheonix: So when do you and Christopher plan to tie the knot? 

 

Laura: Not for at least a year. We want to wait till after the tour is 

over and after the nw album comes out. 

 

inner Jordan: Laura darling............................. 

 

inner Jordan: come here baby.................. 

 

Chris: The final concert is coming up...I'm makeing it official then. 

 

Inner Laura: Oh shit here we go again. 

 

Jordan: just kidding! 

 

Pheonix: Jordan do not do that. 
 

-throws her hands upa nd accidently bumps chris int he face- 

 

Laura: I'm leaveing the room. 

 

Jordan: i couldn't resist 



 

Chris: Ow... 

 

-jorda leans over an dpecked his stomach- 

 

-Laura leaves and falls asleep on the couch- 

 

-her head was still in his lap- 

 

Jordan: sorry -with a lisp- 

 

Inner Laura: Whtch who's man your puttinf your head on hun. 

 

Jordan: no one can hurt me 

 

-Laura rolls her eyes and goes to sleep- 

 

-Jordan chews on another nail- 

 

-a few hours later- 

 
-a wold howl is heard- 

 

Jordan: he, thats fun 

 

Justin: C! We have to be on stage in five! 

 



Joey: Dude hurry up! 

 

Manager: Come on guys! 

 

Chris: I'll see you after the show baby. -kisses Laura- 

 

Laura: Okay. 

 

Jordan: don't break a leg! 

 

-Jordan falss on the couch and closes her eyes- 

 

-lance goes over and kisses her- 

 

Lance: we will 

 

-he grins and runs out- 

 

-Jordan lightly purrs- 

 

-near the end of the show- 
 

Chris: Thank you so much for coming here tonight! -crowd cheers-  

 

Chris: You might have heard roumors about me haveing a girlfriend. -

Insert screaming fangirls- Well those roumors are true. 

 



-Jordan growls sexy-like- 

 

Chris: There is also another roumor that I am now engaged. -more 

screaming fangirls- Well that is also true. We wanted to keep this on 

the down low but we decided that it would be best for you the fans to 

knw. 

 

inner Jordan: that means the whole world dimwit 

 

Chris: Again thank you for coming out tonight. We have a couple more 

songs for you before we go. Take it away Jc. 

 

Inner Chris: I'd want the whole world to know even if I wasn't famous. 

 

iinner Jordan: i love messing with your mind 

 

-afterwards- 

 

Jordan: i know your secret Laura 

 

Laura: What the hell are you talking about? 
 

Jordan: oh you kniow 

 

-the girls are in the back while the guys are in the front- 

 

Jordan: come on when did it happen? 



 

Laura: Huh? 

 

Laura: Excuse me for a moment. 

 

-Laura heads for the bathroom. About thirty second Jordan heras 

Chris asking if Laura is okay.- 

 

Laura: I'm okay. It's probably just airline food. 

 

Jordan: ah shit -hits her head purposly- i really am the only one who 

knows 

 

Laura: I have no idea what your talking about. -closes door behind 

her- 

 

Jordan: wow wow wow i am fucked up 

 

inner Jordan: i've heard this last only liek three months 

 

-Laura didn't hear) 
 

- 

 

Jordan: JC! CHRIS! ALL MEN ON THE FUCKING BUS! 

 

Laura: JORDAN KEEP IT DOWN! 



 

Chris: Not now Jordan! 

 

Justin: Goal! 

 

Jordan: Laura'S PREGO AND I'M THE ONLY WHO KNOWS! SHE 

DOESN'T EVEN FUCKING KNOW AND ITS NOT DENIAL! 

 

-Jordan taps her fingers waiting- 

 

Joey: Hah hah. Good one Jordan. 

 

Chris: Um..Yeah. 

 

-Jordan grolws and grabs Laura dragging her ot eh front- 

 

Lance: Bad joke Jordan. 

 

Jordan: okay lets see if this works 

 

Laura: owowowowow. 
 

-she puts her hand on her stomacha dncloses her eyes- 

 

-Laura takes a step back- 

 

Jordan: ahhh here we go now yal listen 



 

-they suddenly hear what jordna heasr- 

 

baby: hi 

 

-Laura goes pale- 

 

Jordan: hi baby in Laura 

 

baby: two months to go 

 

Jordan: knew it! i knew this whole time 

 

-Jordan laughed and folded her arms- 

 

Laura: no...no...this is just some sick joke... 

 

Pheonix: I'm afraid not. 

 

Jordan: see i could sence i precence in you all month  

 
Pheonix: she does that 

 

Jordan: i can talk to your baby for you even! 

 

-Laura turns and leaves to the back of the bus shutting the backdoor 

behind her- 



 

Jordan: oh and prego for vampires lasts three months right? 

 

Pheonix: Three to five months. 

 

-Chris looks shocked and sits down rubbing his face- 

 

-Laura in the backroom- 

 

Laura: This can't be happening. Pheonix said so himslef that vampire 

pregnancies are rare and the chances are slim to none. How couldthis 

have happened? No it han't happened. Jordan's just screwing with 

my mind again. 

 

-in the front- 

 

Chris: This explains why Laura 

 

Chris: Why she's been needing to feed more often. And the stomach 

problems and the fever..God why didn't I ask any questions? 

 
Pheonix: You couldn't have known. 

 

Inner Pheonix:- Only Jordan hears.- He's handleing this fairly well. 

 

Chris: I need to go lay down for a bit. -goes to his bunk and flops over- 

 



Inner Pheonix: I could be wrong. 

 

inner Jordan: well Laura didn't know either. i can just feel her scared 

and worring now. 

 

-only pheonix hears- 

 

Pheonix: Jordan. You're the only other female here. You should go 

talk to her. 

 

Jordan: WHAT? 

 

Jordan: god why is it the females? she needs to talk tot he father! 

 

-points at the bunks- 

 

jordna: trust me. i can tell i'll make it worse. i'm just a joke to Laura. 

 

-she sits down hard- 

 

Inner Pheonix: I can sense ReLaura's fear too. Christopher is in no 
state to talk to her. He's still takeing all this in as well. 

 

Jordan: i make everything a joke and i scare Laura. she'll probably 

not want me near her shild 

 

Inner Pheonix: She'll listen to you. 



 

Jordan: they both need to think things out. i could easily talk tot hem 

both at the same time but no. i'm not going to 

 

Inner Pheonix: Trust me. I was married before I was a vampire I 

know these things. 

 

Jordan: no. and thats final 

 

-Jordan blocks herslef off from everyone- 

 

-she closes her eyes- 

 

Jordan: i told everyone waht they need to know. 

 

-Jordan purrs lightly- 

 

Joey: I heard Pheonix too Jordan. He's right. You know how to handle 

this better than any of us. You shouild talk to Laura. You're probably 

the only person she can relate to right now.  

 
Lance: Just talk to her. That's all we're asking. 

 

-Jordan growles- 

 

Jordan: its bvecasue i'm a girl. if i was a guy you would all be confused 

now 



 

Joey: Well we aren't exactly capable of haveing kids now are we? 

 

Justin: Yeah. We're the ones with the dicks. 

 

Jordan: so its all because i am a girl right? 

 

Jordan: i hate it when people expect me to do girl things when i 

DON'T! 

 

-Jordan sighs and purrs again- 

 

Jordan: for the last time NO 

 

Joey: Well other than Chris you seem to know Laura best. And maybe 

this will be a chane for you to reconcile? 

 

Pheonix: She's made up her mind. 

 

Jordan: I AM NOT GOING BACK THERE AND TALK TO THAT DAMN 

GIRL! 
 

Pheonix: We should all get some sleep. 

 

-The others sigh and go to the bunks- 

 



inner Jordan: god. i do not know Laura at all. i wanted to kill her 

when she was three, i hunted her for many years, and i nearly killed 

her a few weeks ago. actually, jc did that for me. 

 

inner jorda: i can't help but see her as an enemy 

 

Inner Laura: -nobody hears- She still hates me. She always has and 

always will. And now all this is happening. Why is she doing this to 

me? Why? First she tries to kill me then her brother succeedes and 

when I though my life was takeing a turn for the better she has to pull 

this sick joke on me. 

 

Inner Pheonix: For the last time. You shouln't be takeing out your 

anger on her. You should be angry at me. She's my decendant. That's 

why you're angry at her. If you want revenge so badly then take it out 

on me. Not her. 

 

-the rest of the night and most of next day is spent in scilence- 

 

-Jordan seems to act alot like a wolf- 

 
-Laura has barracaded herself in the back room. Chris is waiting for 

her to open the door. Everyone else is wondeing what the hell is going 

to happen- 

 

Jordan: owowowowowowowow 

 



Joey: We'll get back to our drop off place in a week. What wrong 

Jordan? 

 

Jordan: my head..................... 

 

-rubs ehr temples and whimpers- 

 

Lance: You need a pain pill? 

 

Jordan: too much angry and self-guilt with those two!!!!!!!! 

 

-she points to chris who is infront of the door- 

 

Justin: Oh boy. 

 

Jordan: i can't get them out of my head! 

 

Pheonix: You know how it get them out but your too stubborn to take 

action. 

 

-Jordan falls to the ground trying to block off their communitcations 
but she just can't- 

 

Jc: it think its gods way of telling you to help them 

 

-Jordan hits her head a few times- 

 



God: Damn right it is! 

 

God: Stop dithering and hurry up! 

 

Jordan: -very very very silently that no one can hear- fine 

 

-she stands up- 

 

she transforms into a little dog- 

 

Jc/Justin: wicked 

 

-the dog runs tot eh back to chris- 

 

Joey: Awww. 

 

dog: arf! 

 

Chris: Oh hey Jordan. 

 

-the dog growls and but climbs into his lap and licks his face- 
 

Night: bleck u need a shave 

 

Chris: Yeah I know. 

 

-she is able to get into his head- 



 

-she curls up into his lap- 

 

Chris: With all the crap that's been goin on I haven't really given it 

much thought. 

 

Night: i know. i've heard it all. no matter how much i tried to not hear 

you and beck no success 

 

Chris: The door's unblocked but I don't want to go in there. I want to. 

The pain Laura's going through. I can feel it. It hurts so much. She 

dosne't want me to come in. I don't want to go in until she is okay with 

it. 

 

Chris: But at the same time part of me want to go in and tell her that 

it's not a joke but that it'll be alright. 

 

Chris: But I think for now it's better if I stay out here.  

 

-the door has been open just a tiny crack all day. if someone looked 

carefully they could see Laura curled up on the floor with dry tear 
tracks on her face and the red eyes of someone who hasn't slept in a 

while and has been crying- 

 

Chris: The insomnia has probably taken a toll on her. I just hope it 

dosen't affect the baby. 

 



Night: well i can tell you what she has been thinking if you want 

 

Chris: She's blocked me off. If it's not to much trouble for you... 

 

Night: she's thinking about you and the baby. that is a boy if you'd like 

to know* 

 

Chris: Really? 

 

Chris: heh, i can really feel these things. yeah daddy 

 

Chris: Is she still in denial? 

 

Chris: Wow...I'm still getting used to that. Being called daddy. 

 

Night: hell no. she's not. she just wants the best for you to and doen't 

know how to do that 

 

Chris: -sighs- She worried I'm going to leave her isn't she. 

 

Night: um......... a little 
 

Chris: She probably won't listen to me. But do you think you could tell 

her not to worry? 

 

Night: i'll try. i can get into anyone head if i try. even pheonix 

 



-Jordan stnad and pushes her way into where beck is- 

 

Inner Chris: Thanks Jordan. 

 

-Jordan barks- 

 

-Laura sees the dog come in- 

 

-She dosen't say anything- 

 

Inner Laura: What is it? 

 

Night: i'm not lying to you okay? all truth 

 

-she licks her face- 

 

Laura: I never accused you od doing so. 

 

Night: u need a bath too. yeah right. you say no lying to k? 

 

Laura: Alright. 
 

Night: okay. your an ass. had to say it. 

 

-barks- 

 

Laura: Tell me something I don't know. 



 

Night: no that smy opinion. gosh i hate girl to girl talks 

 

Laura: That's life. Deal.  

 

Laura: Then again I don't have much room to talk there. 

 

Night. i think i can turn into male dogs. still my girl brain 

 

Laura: I guess that's how the big guy up there wanted it. 

 

Night: your going to be a great mom to that little boy inside of you. 

and a good wife. chris loves you and trust me, you will do a great job 

raising him 

 

Laura: Good to know... 

 

Night: quit worrying okay? let chris worry about himslef. you two 

both worry about the little boya nd you owrry about yourslef. and you 

have nothing to worry about exccept for keeping yourself and the 

babe safe 
 

-Laura nods- 

 

Night: were all going to be here for you okay? really an dif anyone 

hurts you i will personally BITE THERE GOD DAMN HEAD OFF! 

 



-Laura smiles- 

 

-the dog makes a scared face- 

 

Night: i said that? 

 

Baby: *kicks* 

 

Laura: ow. Yup you did. 

 

Night: yes little one your going to have a great family 

 

-rubs Laura's tummy and Jordan can sence the baby rubbing back* 

 

Laura: He's been kicking me all day. 

 

Night: vampire babes are so intelligent. you know you have like 2 to 4 

moths left 

 

Laura: Yeah. 

 
Night: they develop fast 

 

Laura: I've noticed. I'm already starting to show. 

 

Night: and i also have a special talent god gave me when i was born. 

even my parents felt i was going to be special 



 

Laura: I belive it. 

 

Night: now i can just do it alot better 

 

-Jordan sniffs beck's tummy- 

 

Inner Laura: Chris...You can come in now. 

 

-Chris walks in- 

 

Night: this little boy has a very special gift similar to you and chris. 

he's going to be strong and a few challenges too 

 

Chris: Oh good lord Laura. You're a wreak. -he goes up to her and 

scoops her up- 

 

Night: um.............. thats not a good thing. the babes a little...... 

deformed is the word? 

 

Laura: My powers haven't even started to show yet. 
 

Night: not bad but just holds still 

 

Chris: What! 

 

-the dog gets on her hind legs and sniffs her stomach again- 



 

Night: chill chris! 

 

Chris: I hear that the kids going to have problems. Obviously I'm a 

little concerend. 

 

Night: he's going to be fine. its sort of a good defect. it wil help him an 

dlimit him at the same time. its a mental thing but not like down 

sydrom or shit. vampires can't get that stuff* 

 

Chris: Pheonix told us. 

 

Night: thats all i can feel now. and also that kids wants you to start 

eating more animals 

 

-the dog barks- 

 

Laura: Okay. That I can do. 

 

Night: and not me! 

 
Laura: I hate the taste of dog. 

 

-Jordan stretches and headds tot eh door- 

 

-Chris carries Laura outto the fron and puts her down on the couch- 

 



-Jordan jumps onto her lapa dn curls up- 

 

Pheonix: It looks like a new vampire bloodline is coming. 

 

-Jordan barks- 

 

-she seperated her mind from everyone- 

 

Pheonix: The vampire council will have to be informed of this. 

Congrateulations you two. You've pretty much promoted yourselves 

to vampire royalty. Vampires that can reproduce in the traditional 

way are highly regarded. 

 

Chris: Thanks.  

 

Night: -to herself- lucky buggers 

 

-Jordan curls up into Laura's lap- 

 

Laura: We're not telling my parents until after the baby comes. The 

last thing I need is for them to be planning mine and my childs life. 
 

Chris: My mom can keep a secret. 

 

-Jordan closes her eyes- 

 



Chris: She was shockd whne I told her we were engadged. Just 

imagne what she'll do when she hears this. 

 

Justin: She'll probably just be gald it was just Laura. 

 

Jc: Jordan? 

 

-Jordan doesn't budge-Jc: is she okay? 

 

Lance: waht did she do back there? 

 

Pheonix: From the looks of it she talked some sense into ReLaura. 

 

Lance: what about u chris? 

 

Chris: She just talked to me. That's it. 

 

-lance pets Jordan's head and she doesn't flinch- 

 

Lance: mkay 

 
Laura: She's not....Is she? 

 

Jc: what? 

 

Laura: Dead? -Gulps- 

 



Jc: how could that kill her? could it Pheonix? 

 

Pheonix: No. It was simple telepathy and novice usage of powers. 

There's no way that could kill her. She's probably just tired. 

 

Jc: since she couldn't black anyone thanks to god 

 

God: You're welcome by the way! 

 

-Jordan twitches and rolls onto her side- 

 

-beck pets her- 

 

Laura: Thank you Jordan. 

 

Jc: goody. now i can turn into cats and she can turn into dogs. how 

great............. 

 

Chris: Ironic. 

 

-Jordan rollls off of becka dn hits the floor stretching- 
 

-she blinks her eys tierdly- 

 

-the others laugh- 

 

Pheonix: You should get some sleep Jordan. 



 

-Jordan stnad on her hind legs changing back. they all gasp at her 

looks- 

 

Jordan: sleep sounds...... waht? 

 

Lance: um.................... you hair 

 

Laura: Um.... 

 

-Jordan wlaks slowly into the bathroom to lookin the mirror- 

 

Jordan:w ait... i can see myslef! when did i get black hair? 

 

Jordan: with while bangs? what the fuck. 

 

Pheonix: It must've been another side effect. Though that didn't 

happen with the others. 

 

-she walks out running her hands through her hair- 

 
Justin: It looks nice. 

 

Jordan: long black hair with white bangs 

 

-Jordan shurgges and yawns really big- 

 



Joey: It ain't that bad. 

 

Jordan: oh god i think i'm gonna......................... 

 

-she falls to her knees and hits the ground completely out- 

 

Lance: Jordan?! 

 

Pheonix: She's probably just tired. 

 

-lance rushes over and picks her up- 

 

Pheonix: She's probably just exausted. I don't sense anything wrong 

with her. 

 

-lance puts her on the couch and she groans lightly- 

 

Jordan; ngihty night 

 

-she out cold- 

 
lance: -chuckle- night 

 

-kisses her head and sits by her- 

 

Chris: Lets go get some lunch. 

 



-jc pets her ehad and sits down by justin- 

 

Jc/Justin: hell eyah! 

 

Pheonix: There's a zoo nearby. 

 

-Jordan hisses in her sleep- 

 

jc: i can sence she is trying to say no 

 

Pheonix: I wasn't really in the mood for polar bear anyways. 

 

justin: we won't kill them! and she can't kill us or hurt us in her state 

 

Jc: beck you know what she does with revenge right? 

 

Laura: Yes and it aint pretty. 

 

justin: then where? 

 

Pheonix: There's hospitals beaches, the woods, farms... 
 

-Jordan twitches- 

 

lance: okay when she looks dead her minds wide awake isn't it? 

 

jc: yes sadly 



 

Pheonix: There's wosre things. 

 

Jc: she actually can't really shut it off. her body gets weak and shuts 

down temportarily but her mind is still running. why do you think 

she is so stressed and stuff? 

 

Jc: a curse for her and a luxury 

 

Jc: also thats why she is so evil somtimes. beasts can get into her and 

stuff becasue of that. now a beast can't just enter you. you let it ina nd 

when Jordan gets pissed she lets it in then regrets it. 

 

-jc watched Jordan's nails grow out to wearowlf like- 

 

-but thats it- 

 

Pheonix: You know her better than me so I'll take your word for it. 

 

Jc: your powerful more than us. so where shall we eat? 

 
Pheonix: The woods. There’s a national park nearby so there should 

be a few moose or wolves nearby. 

 

-Jordan growls bad- 

 

-like viscously and makes lance fly off of his seat- 



 

Phoenix: We've left werewolf territory far behind. The wolves there 

are the regular kind. Anyways the biggest thing we'll be able to get is 

a couple of bears. 

 

-Jordan still growled- 

 

Jc: no wolves we promise! 

 

Phoenix: Scouts honor. 

 

-Jordan relaxes- 

 

Chris: god she still controls us! 

 

Phoenix: Don't worry. I could still take her out. 

 

Phoenix: Anyways lets head out. 

 

-when Joey walks passed her Jordan claws his leg- 

 
Joey: OW! 

 

-Jordan rolled onto her backa nd folds her arms on her stomach- 

 

-joey flinches- 

 



Jordan: thanks joe 

 

joey: shit 

 

Jordan: you going to be my body now 

 

Inner Chris: Will we need to dose her? 

 

-joey's eyes change to red and wolf- 

 

Joey: she's in me. god damn it Jordan 

 

Pheonix: Oh god NO! 

 

Jordan: i want to go with –she sounds like a baby- 

 

joey: why me? 

 

-he pouts- 

 

Jordan: becasue you walks passed now onward. i won't control you 
unless nessarsary 

 

Pheonix: Alright. Lets head out. 

 

-they fly out- 

 



Jordan: wow this is the firsdt time i've done this. tis fun 

 

Pheonix: As you mature you'll get new powers and your other ones 

will strengthen. 

 

Jordan: sweet. i wonder if i can enter animals and regualr people 

 

jc: god i hope not 

 

-joey flew over an dhit him- 

 

Joey: soory dude. it was her man i swear 

 

joey: it feels weird to have a girl in me. 

 

joey: i thought i only could go into girls but now....... 

 

-joey felt a stabbing pain inside 

 

joey: oh god.......... 

 
Jordan: shhut up and fly 

 

joey: could you go into your boyfriend or something? 

 

Lance: ah hell no not with the way she's acting 

 



-joey glares at him- 

 

Lance: sorry Jordan 

 

Joey: that was me idiot 

 

Lance: i can't tell 

 

Jordan: wiat i just realized something................. 

 

Jordan: i'm starting to think little beck was prego beofre this all 

ahppened 

 

Jordan:w hy is that? wouldn;'t the kid die? 

 

Pheonix: Who knows. 

 

Jordan trange but i could be woong 

 

could be wrong 

 
Pheonix: The child would've died. More likely it happened right after 

the change. But that's water under the bridge now. 

 

Jordan: yeah 

 

joey: get the hell out of me Jordan. get into Laura at least 

Jordan: strange but I could be wrong



 

-he flys over na dgrabs her arm- 

 

Pheonix: I wouldn't reccomend that. 

 

-jorda still wnet in and joey sighed- 

 

Pheonix: At least not until after she's had the kid. 

 

Jordan: i'm fine. its just my mind in Lauras 

 

Laura: Ugh. 

 

Baby: hi. 

 

Jordan: i can't hurt the child. i won't control her at all now. but if i 

have to................ 

 

Jordan: hey baby 

 

Baby: Why is auntie in Mommy's head? 
 

Jordan; rest babe 

 

-the baby quiets down- 

 

Baby: *kicks* 



 

Laura: ow. 

 

Jordan: ha i can't feel it 

 

-they dive downa nd land int he woods- 

 

Justin: There's a huge bear over there. -points- 

 

Jordan: enjoy beck 

 

-Laura digs in- 

 

Jordan; DON'T KILL IT! 

 

-Laura pulls off- 

 

Laura: I won't 

 

Jc: yal need to learn to paralyze your victims then feed gently. calm 

them the best way possible like tis 
 

-jc walks voer to another bear he sees and claws deep into its arm. he 

lies ont eh ground and jc sushes it, biteing gently into its neck- 

 

-once done jc pets the creature and says a light pray to bless it- 

 



Jc: and it will be clam and recover peacfully. god won't let it get hurt 

unless nessasary 

 

Jordan: yeah guys now try it 

 

-Laura hits a nerve on the bear and whispers for it to stay calm. Then 

she bites down and feeds. Then she pulls off- 

 

Laura: Thank you friend. 

 

Jordan: bravo 

 

-teh bear closes its eyes and sleep gently- 

 

Bear: Ungh. 

 

Jordan: now come on. the babe wants somethign else 

 

Chris: over here beck. i see a dear 

 

Laura: What? 
 

Laura: Ah. 

 

-Laura goes over and feeds off the deer- 

 

-Laura twitches- 



 

Jordan: soory that was me 

 

Laura: grr. 

 

-soon Laura twitches again- 

 

Laura: Seriously stop that. 

 

Jordan: yal i think its time to head back 

 

Justin: i need more. later 

 

Jc: eyah chillax 

 

Pheonix: Yes. 

 

-lance and joey fly off to find more- 

 

-soon Laura serously twitches slapping chris on accident- 

 
Chris: Ow. 

 

Laura: Oh my god I'm so sorry! 

 

-sudennly Jordan gone from her- 

 



-she isn't in chrsi either- 

 

Laura: Oh no. This isn't good. 

 

-they look around- 

 

Jc: she just went back yal. oh look theres a buck come on! 

 

Chris: Laura. stay close to me. 

 

-jc and justin get ready and chris dan Laura follow- 

 

Laura: Chris calm down.  

 

-lance na djoey gang up too- 

 

Jc: on my count. 

 

Jc: one, two...... 

 

-suddenly a wearwolf jumps out at them, aiming ofr Laura- 
 

Chris: Laura! 

 

-Laura gets out of the way just in time- 

 

-another coems fromt eh trees and hits the wearwolf- 



 

-they both hit a tree- 

 

-Chris rushes over to Beck- 

 

-one is balck the other grey- 

 

Jc: holw shit everyone RUN! 

 

Pheonix: I think one of them is Jordan. 

 

-they all take off towards the bus- 

 

-the black one attacks the grey one and gets slightly hurt. soon the 

black one has its jaws in the grays neck and its limp and dead- 

 

-the black one drags its body with it back tot eh bus. it runs at a fast 

pace- 

 

-it approaches the bus and the others are cautions, not knowing if its 

good or bad- 
 

Inner Chris to Laura: Laura if this gets ugly and we don't make it. I 

love you. 

 

Inner Laura: Me too. 

 



-Chris takes a step in front of her defensively- 

 

-the wolf throwing the carcus at thema nd it lands infront of pheonix- 

 

Pheonix: I don't think we have anything to fear. 

 

-the creature stand and looks at the moon. it howls loudlya nd its skin 

is sheading- 

 

Justin: wicked 

 

-Jordan falls tot eh ground panting- 

 

jordna: when i say to leave, LEAVE! 

 

Jordan: i'm just looking out for yal and you think i'm crazy. 

 

-they nod- 

 

-she stands- 

 
Jordan: i know what i do is nuts but its the best thing. 

 

-pants more and looks down- 

 

Jordan: ah shit 

 



Pheonix: I should have said something when I caught that smell in 

the air. 

 

-her clothing is shredded- 

 

-but she is very nicely tanned- 

 

Pheonix: That park is supposed to be neutral feeding grounds. And 

werewolves usually don't venture near it. 

 

Jordan: its me thats why 

 

Justin: Wearwolf mateing season? 

 

Jordan: and the kid in Laura too. why do you think i wanted to be in 

her? 

 

Jordan: funny juju 

 

-covers her chest- 

 
Chris: Why Laura and the baby? 

 

Jordan: see werwolfs hate when vampires breed. they will do 

whatever nessarsary to kill the mother and baby 

 

Pheonix: Exactly. 



 

Jordan: same for vampires when wear wolfs breed. 

 

Jordan: now because i survived they want to kill Laura nd change me 

to be evil like them. 

 

Pheonix: Only wearwolf cubs are much more common. 

 

Jordan i heted it long ago when we killed them and they killed us. 

why can't we live in harmony? 

 

Pheonix: So basically no one goes anywher alone. and vampires and 

wearwoles ledgend takes a longtime to explain. 

 

Jordan: i went into Laura becasue i knew that they were coming. i 

have a conection with them. i didn't sday anything becasue i knew we 

could get away. wrong though. 

 

Jordan: i have to protect Laura. 

 

Jc: why you? you hated ehr 
 

Jordan: i'm not really guarding her idiot! 

 

Pheonix: Either way we should put some distance between us and 

them. 

 



-pheonix goes and revs up the bus- 

 

-Jordan bruches her hari back- 

 

Jordan: i'll tell yal the story on the bus about me and the legend 

 

-they get ont eh bus. jordna puts on her robe and sits down- 

 

Jc: oh now i remember. stupid me 

 

-Chris is sitting next to Laura and looks like a nervous guard dog- 

 

Jordan: i am protecting not Laura but the baby inside her. i ahve to 

because the council called me to it. yeah we network fast. because of 

what i can do, they knew it was the best. but i don't think it was 

smart. the last time i did this was for my best friend and she was 

murdered along witht eh baby. i was badly injured, 

 

Jordan: a wearwolf attack nonetheless. its one of the reasons why i 

hate the fact  we fight. 

 
Jordan: long ago the non-vampire people learn the only way to 

destroy vampires is wearwolfs. a scientist was able to capture two of 

them and was able to talk to them. 

 

Pheonix: Back then vampires and werewolves had pretty much 

ignored each other. 



 

Pheonix: But werewolves are born mercenaries and the mad scientist 

made the highest bid. 

 

Jordan: they agreed to sigh a pack to hunt all vampires. but the 

humans tricked them and sighed a packed with the vampires as well 

that we may kill the wear wolfs. its a curse that we were both set 

upon and couldn't go back on. 

 

Jordan: now all decendent automatically are sentenced to the curse 

as well. we can't avoid it. werewolf’s and vampires hate human now 

but i, on the other hand, love each kind equally. 

 

Jc: you've always loved everone equally. its your nature 

 

Pheonix: Vampires don't pay much attention to humas. 

 

Jordan: its complex but this is how everything is. even you guys are 

bound to it. just becausew the humans refused to get along withe the 

vampirees. its actually all draculas fualt! 

 
Pheonix: -He growls- The bastard who turned me. 

 

Jordan: yeah he's real. he was the one who started it. eating humans 

and making a pact with the devil,. we are all jsut creatures of god 

created by the devil. if that makes sence 

 



Jordan: no one knows were he is but he better be scared cause 

everyone knows how evil he is. he has followers. i don't know but he 

might be in hell anyways 

 

Pheonix: He had better be. 

 

-Pheonix is still bitter about what happend between him and dracula 

even though it was at least 600 years ago- 

 

Jc: when i was bitten, i felt the power of god basiclly over welm me. 

 

Jordan: i didn't on the other hand. phoenix here was bad bad 

vampire. he trained me because he swore not to harm me because i 

was his creation. 

 

Pheonix: That was ages ago. 

 

Jordan: i felt very evil and i still do. i think the devil and god are both 

trying to use me as there weapon 

 

Pheonix: It wasn't until the dust bowl that I finally came to my senses. 
 

Jordna: the devil wants me to be the new Dracula and god wants me 

to bring peace. 

 

Pheonix: I'm partially to blame for that. 

 



Laura: But I thought that bitch Lisa tuned Jc? Wouldn't he be evil as 

well? 

 

Jordan: jc isn't me though! 

 

Pheonix: Lisa was also a child of mine. That's the main reason the 

council sent me to execute her. 

 

Laura: I never said you were. 

 

Pheonix: You're putting a good fight Jordan. 

 

Jc: everyone chooses basically. i never felt evil. if your turned when 

you are good then your highly going to be good. when you are evil 

when bitten your highly going to be evil 

 

Jordan: god chooses me and i'm stuck her completely confused as 

ever! 

 

-Jordan stands a paces- 

 
Jordna: i was meant to be bitten by him i was meant to be attacked by 

the werewolf and i can't rest my mind because i have a job to do 

 

Jordna: i have all of these powers thanks to god and i am so lonely 

becasue of the devil 

 



Pheonix: We're all trying to piece things together. I've still confused as 

to why Dracula bit me. We all have jobs to do. Yours is just a lot 

higher on the scale of being really important. 

 

Pheonix: You are not truly alone. 

 

Jordan: sometimes i feel like jsut joining the devil will help me more! 

god isn't making it easy and its so STRESSFUL! 

 

-Jordan rubs ehr face nad  grolwes- 

 

Pheonix: Belive me it will only end in agony if you join with him. 

 

Pheonix: It nearly happened to me. 

 

Jordan: i don't know were i am. i just want to runa nd run trying to 

get away from ti all 

 

-Jordan is in tears- 

 

Jordan: just kill me now...................... 
 

Pheonix: No. I will not. None of us will. 

 

-she closese her eye- 

 

Jc: come here 



 

-walsk ove rna dhugs her- 

 

Jc: were ever you go i go. even if i havea  different job i still will 

always be with you. 

 

Jc: god is making it easy becasue he gave you us all. he wants you to 

feel like your fightling for somthing na dthat something is our 

freedoma nd our love 

 

Jordan: why do i want to killLaura though? i can't stop hating her! 

 

Pheonix: Again it's because of me. 

 

Jordna:e ven now i want to rip off her head na dfeed her tot eh 

wolves!!!!!!!! 

 

Jordan: but i don't want to harm you 

 

Jordan: i try and try to not hate her but nothing inside me will let me. 

did i have a past life to hate you or what?! 
 

Pheonix: She is my decendant. After I stopped my training of you you 

idin't see me until a few weeks ago. Chances are that you 

subconsiously hated me and wanted to take it out on my relations. 

 

-Jordan sits on teh floor and lance hugs ehr fromt he behind- 



 

Pheonix: Then there is something elese. 

 

Jordan: tehn why is it i don't want you her parents her grnd parent 

sna dall of them dead? her parents seem weird but i don't care about 

them. i don't care about you but i want Laura TO DIE!!!!!!!! 

 

Pheonix: ReLaura I want you and Christopher to go into the next 

room. 

 

-they obey- 

 

Jordan: don't touch me pheonix 

 

Pheonix: I did some research on my faily line and I belive that the 

problem might be some acient jelousy from past lives. 

 

Jordan: what? 

 

Pheonix: I won't touch you. 

 
-Jordan pulls more into lance na dhe hugs tighter not wanting ehr 

hurt or to be scared- 

 

Pheonix: One of my decendants. A girl named ReLaura consequently 

lived in the same time period as you and lived in the same area. 

Apparently you two were rivals for everything. Even boys. 



 

Jordan:w as i alieve? or is this my relative as well? 

 

Pheonix: You beat her in the boy department and your parents 

arranged the marrige between you and James. 

 

Jordan: i.... 

 

-Jordan geos wide eyed and growles- 

 

Jordan: i remember her!!!!!! 

 

Pheonix: Let me finish. As you know I "inturrupted" your plans. 

James married this girl. ReLaura is a reincarnation of her. 

 

Jordan: what? MY JAMES MARRIED THAT SON OF A BITHC 

WHORE?????!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

-Jordan stood and got into hsi face- 

 

Pheonix: But I'll have you know it wasn't a happy marrige. That girl 
died in childbirth a year later. 

 

Jordan: james wouldn't do that! 

 

Pheonix: He had no choice. 

 



Jordan: EVERYONE DOES HAVE A CHOICE! 

 

-she bare her fangs- 

 

Pheonix: I think that this grudge has gone on long enough. If there is 

anyone you should be angry at it's me. I was the one who set all of this 

in motion. Your James has been returned to you and ReLaura has 

found the person she was meant to be with. I think it's high time you 

made amends with her. 

 

Jordan: i feel so angry i want to KILL YOU!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Pheonix: I don't balme you. And if you want to then go ahead. 

 

-Jordan jumps him in full-blow vampire forma nd attacked him 

visiously- 

 

Jordan: if it wasn't for you i would be with my James and wouldn't 

have to deal with this shit! 

 

-Pheonix dosen't do anything to stop her- 
 

-Jordan keeps attck ing and throws him through the windshield- 

 

Jc: STOP JORDAN! 

 

-Jordan lunges out and stand over him- 



 

Jordan: i wouldn't hvae to deal with hundreds of years of pain! 

 

-kicks him- 

 

Inner Pheonix: If revenge is what you want then take it. But tell me. 

Will it really solve anything? 

 

Jordan: horror 

 

-kicks him harder- 

 

Jordan: LONELYNESS! 

 

-kicks him far and flies out after him- 

 

Jordan: i couldn't lave anyone. even my fucking brother doesn't know 

me! 

 

-Jordan bites him hard- 

 
Jordan: so much feelings i had to put away. the devil lives in me. god 

lives in me. i can't choose either! 

 

-she canges into a full wearwolf and stand ready to jumps- 

 

Jordan: so waht the hell do you say to that?! 



 

-jc and lance are there ready to defend him- 

 

-becc an chris and justin and joey are watching as well- 

 

Pheonix: I am truly sorry. I went through the same agony. After I was 

turned I lost my beloved wife and two of my children. I didn't realize 

that the other's had lived until thee centuries later. I was lonley and 

angry. I had changed so many. Lisa being only one of them. She was a 

tavern whore who reminded me of my wife. Then when I met 

you.....You were the greatest of my students. But I c 

 

Pheonix: Am truly sorry. If you must kill me then do so. But 

again...Tell me. Will it ease your pain truly? Will it bring everything 

back? I think it already has. James has come back as Lance 

 

Jordan: yuo married a whore? no wonder why i hate your family so 

much 

 

Pheonix: Lisa was nothing like my wife. 

 
-Jordan growles loudly- 

 

Pheonix: Lisa was a whore and a bitch. Annalise...God she was 

beautiful. 

 



Jordan: once your dead i'm going to kill myslef and end my fyucking 

misery! 

 

Lance: no don't god no!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Pheonix: Do so then. Let me rest in pease as well. 

 

-Jordan leaps forward- 

 

Pheonix: Annalise my love. I'll be home soon. 

 

-Jordan pins hima nd they watch her devore him whole. nothing is 

left not even ashes- 

 

Jordan:a re you fucking happy god? are you porud of what you've 

created?! 

 

-Jordan howls and turns on the others- 

 

-thunder rolls. God sure aint happy bout this- 

 
Jordan: kill me. KILL ME NOW!!!!!!!!!! 

 

God: No. 

 

Jordan: then bring what you've got devil. kill me cause i don't wnat 

you or god in me 



 

Devil: Nope. 

 

-Jordan grolws and jumps at Laura- 

 

Jordan: then i will kill them fucking all! 

 

-Chris jumps out and tackles Jordan pinning her down- 

 

Chris: Laura RUN! 

 

Jordan:y uo bastersd will die! 

 

-they fight- 

 

-Jordan can't stop.s he is so anngry fighting for herslef and no on else 

and unde the control of none- 

 

Jordan: i hate ytou ReLaura! you will die for this all! 

 

-jumps off chris and after her- 
 

Laura: You shouldn't blame me for what she did! 

 

-Laura runs- 

 

Jordan: you are her idiot! 



 

-goes faster and tackles her, pinning her tot he ground- 

 

Laura: I've changed. I'm sorry for what I did! 

 

Jordan: bull shit! 

 

Laura: What I did was wrong I know! 

 

-she grolwes in her face- 

 

Laura: Your James is right there! Lance is James! 

 

Jordan: you don't want to die do you? 

 

Laura: No. If you are going to kill me then at least let my baby live. 

 

Jordan: but i do. so I want you to do the honors. 

 

Laura: Chances are history will repeat and I'll die then. 

 
-Jordan climbs off and kneels by her- 

 

Jordan: do it. DO IT! 

 

Lance: stop!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 



-lance runs over na dpins Jordan to the ground hard- 

 

Inner Laura: -no one can hear her- I won't kill. Never. 

 

Lance: you will not die you will not hurt anyone anymore! you will 

stop with this fucking bull shit NOW!!! 

 

-Laura struggles to her feet and runs to Chris who is on the grouns- 

 

-Jordan grolwed at lance but stopped. she looked at his face and 

remember her and james before the wedding they wer happy and 

swore they would love no other. come what may. if anything 

happened they would find each other adn would be together forever- 

 

Jordan: -sings- come what may............... come what may........................ 

 

-her skin shead and she is lying there as a vampire- 

 

Jordan: i will love you....................... 

 

Lance: until my dying day. 
 

Lance: yeah i remember it. now stop your damn bull shit please baby. 

you killed Pheonix and now he's with his family. that reLaura found 

her true soul mate and we will always have each other. 

 

-Jordan say lance cry and he put his head on her chest- 



 

Lance: when i lost you the first time my world ended and marring 

ReLaura was the stupidest thing i could have ever done! we didn't 

love each other and our child..... i gave away to another family. i even 

killed myself cause i wanted to find you.............................................. 

 

Jordan: what? 

 

Lance: i loved you so much and here i am now because god knew we 

needed to find each other. i know you had hundreds of years of pain 

but it was there for a reason! god did this for us, for us all! 

 

Jordan: lance......................... –she realize god is making lance rember- 

 

Lance: i know i can't heal people. i only did that to you because god 

was saying, " ah hell no lance your part of this now fix her so my plan 

will keep going!"-his voice is muffled by her chest- 

 

Jordan: god swears? 

 

Inner Laura: I kind of remember what happened. I was so happy 
when I heard that Jordan had disappeared. I could have James all to 

myself then. But when we got married I knew he didn't love me. My 

siblings had found their true loves but I didn't. The pain was too much 

to bear and I died the day I had the baby. 

 

Lance: -chuckles- i don’t know. he said it somewhat like that. 



 

-Jordan leans up and kisses him, rolling over and pinning him tot eh 

ground- 

 

Jordan: i think i'm gods messenger. like his right hadn of god or 

somthing 

 

Inner Laura: I wanted a second chance so badly. To apologize to 

Jordan and live my life right. 

 

joey: It would make sense. 

 

Lance: i believe it. you will make everyone have peace and we will be 

together forever baby 

 

Justin: Um...Do we have really good bus insurance? 

 

Jordan: i love you james 

 

Lance: i love you Jordan 

 
-lance leans up and kisses her. Jordan kisses back and puts her arms 

around him. she changes back to human forma dn was basically 

naked because of the tears. lance rolled onto of her and changed back 

into hsi clothes- 

 

God: its damn well time 



 

Justin: Got that right big guy. 

 

Female Voice: Jordan? 

 

-Jordan pulls away and looks over lance's shoulder- 

 

Female Voice: Thank you Jordan. 

 

Jordan: who are you? 

 

Jordan: why thank me? 

 

Lance: why not? 

 

Female Voice: Annalise. Thank you for bringing my husband home. 

 

Jordan: your welcome –she said shocked- 

 

Annalise: You ended his guilt and pain. And Jillian says hi. 

 
Lance: see? Oddly enough god wanted you to flip out 

 

-Jordan chuckled- 

 

Jordan: tell her i say sorry 

 



Jordan: but thanks 

 

Jillian's Voice: It's okay. 

 

Jordan: good 

 

-lance smiles and moves, kissing Jordan lightly. Jordan put her arms 

around his nekca nd kisses him back- 

 

Joey: damn 

 

-he is crying. jc pats his back- 

 

Annalise: You should get back to your bus. Especially you Jordan and 

Laura. 

 

Jc: its oaky dude. i'm crying tears of joy 

 

-lance pulls away from Jordan- 

 

Jordan: i sence it too 
 

-she stnad na ddrags lance ontot eh bus giggling- 

 

Justin: naked! 

 



Annalise: I can't stay much longer but the werewolves are bound to 

have sensed the commotion. 

 

Jordan: shut up juju! 

 

-lance covered her with his coat- 

 

Pheonix's voice: I'm sorry Jordan. Thank you. 

 

-the apparitions go- 

 

Jordan: i forgive you man! thanks! 

 

-Jordans tands in front of ReLaura- 

 

Jordan: i knew you looked famliar 

 

Laura: I really didn't remember any of my past life until now. 

 

Laura: I'm really sorry. 

 
Jordan: god gave us all a second chance 

 

Jc: i think this is your millionth 

 

-Jordan grins- 

 



Jordan: f rined? 

 

-holds out her hand- 

 

Laura: Friends. -shakes Jordan's- 

 

Laura: To seal the deal....Will you be my kids godmother? 

 

-Jordan goes wide eyed- 

 

Jordan: um............................ 

 

Jc: this is when you say yes and hug -nudges her side- 

 

Jordan: why not 

 

Laura: Good. It means my parents won't gey any say in it. 

 

-Jordan abd beck hug- 

 

Baby: kick 
 

-once that happens, a peacfulness falls in the bus and they all sigh- 

 

Jordan: i'v enever felt better in my life. 

 

Lance: same here 



 

Justin: Um....Do we have good insurance? 

 

Joey: dude the windshield and the bus! 

 

-they look around an everything’s fixed- 

 

Laura: Wow... 

 

Justin: one hell of bus insurance 

 

Laura: But Nix was our driver....And he had the keys when Jordan 

ate him.....How the hell are we going to put any distance between us 

and them? 

 

Jordan: the guys push and we nag them about everything? 

 

Jordan: like women should! 

 

Laura: Works for me. 

 
Chris: Ow.. 

 

Guys: hell no! 

 

Chris: I think there's an extra set of keys in the glove compartment. 

I'll drive us to the airport. 



 

Jordan: good. cause i think i'm gonna 

 

-Jordan goes pale and falls tot eh ground- 

 

Jc: JORDAN! 

 

Lance: Jordan?! 

 

-Kneels by her- 

 

Laura: She's probably used up all her energy from that fight. 

 

-Chris goes to the driver's cab and starts up the engine- 

 

-Jordan didn't even twitch. her eyes are open and half and half. she is 

barly breahting- 

 

Jc: i hope so 

 

Laura: Does Cpr work on vampires? 
 

-lance picks her upa dn takes her limpness tot eh back- 

 

Lance: i have a feeling she'll be fine 

 

-they lie down int eh back and sleep- 



 

Laura: I just hope the baby's okay. 

 

Baby: *kick* 

 

Laura: It is. 

 

-the group safely makes it to the airport and safley gets onthier 

flights. Chris takes Laura home with him to Orlando so he can keep 

her safe- 

 

-tehy are all int eh same neighborhood. Jordan is with lance who is by 

joey who is by chris who is by justin who is by jc- 

 

-a few weeks later the goup is sitting in the park after a long day at 

the studio working on the new album- 

 

Chris: I think I figured out my powers. 

 

Jordan: ah the sun 

 
-she is lying inte h grass ina bikini tanning- 

 

Chris: It's not that bad. 

 

Joey: Wah are they? 

 



Chris: I can figrue out the location of anyone or anybody on 

command. That and also.. 

 

-Chris's mouth is closed but about twenty feet away they hear his 

voice- 

 

Chris: I can control where my voice is heard. 

 

Jordan: wicked. now if i heard it in my bedroom when i'm riding lance 

i'm going to have you drown in a pool 

 

Chris: I'll be too busy with Laura thank you very much. 

 

Jordan: beck do you learn yours? 

 

Laura: I think I have most if not all of Pheonix's powers. That main 

diffrence is that I can control Lighting and not just regualr fire. 

 

Laura: There were alot of powers that Pheonix never showed us and 

that I hope I never have to use.-rubs the now nicely forms baby bump- 

 
Jordan: I’m still stronger ya know. i am the right hadn of god 

 

Lance: don't get cocky 

 

-sits by ehr and rubs her stomach- 

 



Laura: I'm not going to pick a fight. 

 

-Jordan rolls over na dhe rubs her back instead- 

 

Justin: That's right. You're only a few weeks from due day. 

 

Laura: Yeah. Chris and I eloped. We didn't want the wedding thing to 

be a huge ordeal.  

 

Chris: Thank goodness that one vamp in New York is a priest and a 

judge. 

 

Joey: So that's where you two ran off to last week. 

 

-Laura and Chris nod- 

 

Jordan: you know who a vamp pregnancy works Laura right? 

 

Laura: No.. 

 

Jordan: c-section Hun. 
 

Laura: If that's how it's going to be then so be it. 

 

Jordan: don't worry. even though you'll be near death your already 

dead. 

 



Laura: Yeah. 

 

Chris: -gulps- 

 

Lance: Chris when are you telling people you are a father? 

 

Joey: probably ten mouths from now. people will wonder 

 

Justin: actually people can believe it though that he has his kid now 

casue he could ahve gotten ehr prego long ago 

 

Chris: I already told my mom. She seemed kinda shocked that I had 

knocked Laura up . 

 

Jc: so chris when you want the world to know cause they will find out 

soon 

 

Laura: She was probably suprised you took so long. 

 

-lance kisses Jordan' shoulder- 

 
Chris: After the baby is born. I don't want paparazzi storming the 

hospital. 

 

Justin: good thing chris. yal will be great parents 

 

Joey: by the way.............. 



 

Baby: *kick* 

 

all guys: who's the godfather 

 

Laura: Chris...I think that's up to you. 

 

Chris: Um....Justin? 

 

Justin: yeah i told you so! 

 

Justin: i mean... really chris you want me? i had no idea 

 

Jc: smooth 

 

-Jordan laughed- 

 

Chris: Yeah. -grins- If anything happened to me I think you probably 

do the best job of handling my spawn. 

 

Jordan: hey! 
 

Joey: Oh joy....Just like it's daddy. 

 

-a few weeks later- 

 

-Joey calls the others- 



 

Jordan: hello? 

 

Joey: Laura and Chris are in the hospital right now. Laura just had 

the baby. 

 

Jordan: why didn't you tell me earlier! i wanted to be there jackass! 

 

Joey: It was kinda sudden. The kid just made up it's mind it wanted 

out. 

 

Jordan: and i ignored my senses why? we'll be there 

 

-an hour later- 

 

Lance: whats its name? 

 

Laura: Maddox Alan Kirkpatrick. 

 

Justin: interesting name. 

 
Chris: Interesting kid. 

 

Jordan: very true now can i hold my godchild? 

 

Laura: Here. 

 



-hands the kid over 

 

-Jordan takes maddox- 

 

Maddox: *baby noises here* 

 

Jordan: hi little one. Remember me? i was the one taking to you in 

the womb 

 

Inner Maddox: uh huh. 

 

Jordan: i can read you mind so i heard that 

 

-lance stands behind her- 

 

Inner Maddox: I know. 

 

Jordan: ahh lance i want a kid now 

 

Lance: um.......... 

 
Jordan: i don't think i'm as lucky as them though 

 

Joey: Remember what Nix said though? 

 

Joey: you call them lucky? 

 



Joey: Vampire kids are pretty rare. 

 

Jordan: i'm a rare being myself so 

 

Laura: You could always adopt. 

 

Lance: eyah or just keep fucking and see what happens 

 

Jordan: why not both,. if i get prego then i'll have a normal baby and  

a vamp 

 

Lance: um..................... 

 

Jordan: kidding 

 

-Jordan kissed maddox's head- 

 

Maddox: *baby noises* 

 

-in the end, Jordan did get prego with twins. angelica and tyler bass. 

justin found his soul mate, a werewolf nonetheless. this helped lead to 
the revolution and ending of the war between werewolf’s and 

vampires. Jordan lead it of course. jc and joey ended up hooking up. 

gay vampires, who knew?- 

 

THE END! 

EL FIN! 


